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ABSTRACT 
 
SONYA KOURANY STERBA: Recovery of predictor relationships via semiparametric and 
parametric growth models under misspecification 
(Under the direction of Dr. Daniel J. Bauer) 
 
Proper specification of the discrete vs. continuous nature of individual differences in growth 
is notoriously error prone. Despite this fact, psychologists desire accurate prediction of 
growth trajectories. In this light, the present study asks: can parametric or semiparametric 
methods better recover relationships between predictors and individual trajectories when the 
nature of individual differences is misspecified? In the first part of this study, novel 
approaches were adopted to ensure that neither the measure of predicted relationship 
recovery nor the choice of model specification favored a particular combination of 
generating model (discrete vs. continuous) and fitted model (parametric vs. semiparametric). 
Results indicated that the increase in mean squared error (MSE) associated with 
misspecifying classes as continua was greater than the increase in MSE associated with 
misspecifying continua as classes. In fact, a misspecified parametric model had better MSE 
than a correctly specified semiparametric model at low N, due to the former’s large 
efficiency advantage and the latter’s small advantage in bias. In the second part of this study, 
I investigated whether the preferability of a parametric vs. semiparametric model could be 
altered by invoking generating conditions commonly thought to be unfavorable to a 
particular fitted model. The parametric model continued to have better predicted relationship 
recovery under both unfavorable conditions, contradicting conventional wisdom. Discussion 
focuses on the implication of these results for practice. 
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CHAPTER 1 
ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVES FOR CHOOSING BETWEEN 
SEMIPARAMETRIC AND PARAMETRIC GROWTH MODELS 
 
 
                Over the past two decades, our understanding of developmental processes has 
benefited from the introduction and dissemination of hierarchical linear models (HLM) 
(also known as mixed effects models, or growth curve models; Bryk & Raudenbush, 
1987; Goldstein, 1986; Laird & Ware, 1982). However, while HLM was once the 
mainstay of developmental trajectory modeling, over the past decade an alternative 
longitudinal model has gained prominence—the semiparametric groups-based trajectory 
model (SPGM) (Nagin & Land, 1993; Nagin, 1999, 2005). As can be seen in Figure 1, 
the use of SPGM appears to be increasing faster than did HLM ten years prior. Indeed, 
Nagin and Tremblay (2005a, p. 874) have termed SPGM the current “statistical method 
of choice” for certain kinds of developmental research. A crucial distinction between the 
two approaches is that HLM assumes that individuals’ behavioral trajectories are 
continuously and normally distributed, while SPGM allows individuals’ behavioral 
trajectories to be discretely distributed according to an unspecified functional form.  
 There has been a great deal of controversy over the conditions under which HLM 
versus SPGM should be used in applied research (e.g., Maughan, 2005; Nagin & 
Tremblay, 2005a,b,c,d; Raudenbush, 2001, 2005; Sampson,  Laub, & Eggleston, 2004; 
Sampson & Laub, 2003, 2005). Concern over the misspecification of the discrete versus 
continuous nature of individual differences lies at the heart of the debate. This 
controversy can be summarized into four alternative perspectives, which are outlined 
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here. One perspective is that the model should be chosen to match substantive theory 
about the nature of individual differences in the topic at hand (e.g., Nagin & Tremblay, 
2005c). A proper topic-model match will, in turn, prevent misspecification of the nature 
of individual differences. A second perspective is that model comparisons performed on 
an empirical dataset can be used to pick the model which matches the nature of 
individual differences in the population (e.g. Kreuter and Muthén, 2008a,b). Accurate 
model selection will, in turn, prevent misspecification of the nature of individual 
differences. A third perspective is that such model comparisons are unreliable, and thus 
we should choose HLM to avoid the more distressing social policy implications of 
misspecifying the model in favor of discrete individual differences (e.g., Raudenbush, 
2005; Sampson & Laub, 2005). A fourth perspective is that we should choose SPGM 
because it is interpretable regardless of whether discrete or continuous individual 
differences exist (unlike HLM), and because it does not require apt-to-be-violated 
normality assumptions for growth coefficients (Brame, Wasserman & Nagin, 2006; 
Nagin, 2005).   
 First I review available evidence used to support each of these four 
perspectives—focusing on the fourth perspective, which has been the topic of my prior 
research. After finding each perspective wanting in certain respects, this dissertation 
offers and evaluates an alternative fifth perspective: choose the model which best 
recovers explanatory relationships between predictors and individual trajectories, when 
the individual difference distribution is misspecified. That is, choose the model which 
best illuminates why individuals follow different trajectories by accurately recovering the 
relationships between predictors and individual change. As discussed later, predictive 
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relationship recovery is here operationalized to mean  recovery of model-implied 
trajectories at particular values of predictor(s). This new decision-making strategy is 
described in the latter half of Chapter 1 and is then evaluated in two simulation studies, 
described in Chapters 2 and 3 respectively. Before proceeding to describe these five 
alternative perspectives, I first provide a brief review of the HLM and SPGM models. 
Hierarchical linear model 
The linear mixed model underlying HLM (Laird & Ware, 1982) is given as 
                                                     i i i i i= + +y X γ Z u ε           (1) 
In Equation (1) iy  is a T × 1 vector of person i's repeated measures—containing 
measurements 1 ...i Tiy y  for timepoints t=1…T. γ  denotes a p ×  1 vector of fixed effects 
(e.g. growth coefficient means), iu  is a q × 1 vector of random effects (e.g. individual 
differences in growth from the mean), iε  denotes a T × 1 vector of time-specific 
residuals, and iX  and iZ  denote T × p and T × q design matrices for the vectors of fixed 
and random effects, respectively. Customarily, random effects and residuals are assumed 
multivariate normally distributed where ~ ( , )i Nu 0 T  and ~ ( , )i iNε 0 Σ  and usually 
2
i iσ=Σ I . T denotes the (typically) unstructured q × q covariance matrix of the random 
effects, and 2σ denotes the variance of the time-specific residuals. The assumption of 
equal time-specific variances across time and zero covariances for iε  can be relaxed if 
necessary. Because both the random effects and within-time residuals are assumed to be 
normally distributed in the HLM, the marginal distribution of the repeated measures is 
implied to be normally distributed: 
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                                           ~ ( , )i i i i iφ ′ +y X γ  Z TZ Σ  (2) 
where φ  denotes a multivariate normal distribution.  
               Importantly for longitudinal research, this model allows estimation of the 
means γ and (co-)variances T  of individuals’ continuously and normally distributed 
growth coefficients. For example, if an intercept, titime , and 2titime are included in iX  
and iZ , the mean and variance of the initial starting point, rate of linear change, rate of 
acceleration/deceleration are estimated. Adding fixed person-level (i.e. time-invariant) 
predictors or products of person-level predictors expands the number of columns in iX  
and number of rows in γ . For example, a person-level predictor (say, ix ) of the intercept 
growth coefficient corresponds to the addition of a column of scores to iX  for the main 
effect of ix  on iy . Whereas, adding a person-level predictor of a linear or quadratic 
growth coefficient corresponds to the addition of column(s) of scores for ix  × titime  or 
ix ×  2titime  (cross level interactions) to iX  to predict iy . Adding fixed or random time-
invariant predictors of iy  is also possible.  
Semiparametric groups-based trajectory model 
             The SPGM model (Nagin & Land, 1993) is given as 
                            ( ) ( )k ki i i= +y X γ ε                              (3) 
where ( )kiy  is a T × 1 vector of repeated measures for person i in class k, iX  is a T × ( )kp  
matrix of time scores, and iε  is a it × 1 vector of time-specific residuals, where 
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~ ( , )i iNε 0 Σ  and usually 
2
i iσ=Σ I .  In the SPGM, a ( )kp × 1 vector of growth 
coefficient values, ( )kγ , are estimated for each of K discrete groups or classes. Moreover, 
the number of growth coefficients can differ across classes, unlike in the HLM where all 
individuals have the same number of growth coefficients. However, no systematic 
individual differences are allowed within-class, so no random effects are included in 
Equation (3), unlike in Equation (1). Rather, individuals within class differ only due to 
random noise, captured in the error term iε . When the within-class distribution of iε  is 
assumed normally distributed, the marginal distribution of the repeated measures is a 
mixture of normal distributions, which is a flexible functional form (Everitt & Hand, 
1981): 
          ( ) ( )
1
~ ( , )
K
k k
i i i
k
π φ
=
∑y X γ  Σ                            (4) 
             In an unconditional SPGM, the proportion of individuals in each class, ( )kπ , is 
estimated using an unconditional multinomial logistic regression model: 
                                                            
( )
( ) 0
( )
0
1
exp( ) =
exp( )
k
k
K
k
k
δπ
δ
=
∑
                           (5) 
This multinomial logistic regression model would simplify to a binary logistic regression 
model if K=2, given the identification constraint (1)0 0δ = . In a conditional SPGM, time-
invariant predictors are allowed to affect repeated measures indirectly through class 
membership. For example, in a conditional SPGM (Roeder, Lynch, and Nagin, 1999), 
equation (5) is expanded as follows:  
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( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0
( ) ( )
0
1
exp( ) =
exp( )
k k
k i
i i K
k k
i
k
δπ
δ
=
′+
′+∑
δ zz
δ z
. (6) 
Here, ( )0
kδ  is a scalar intercept, ( )k′δ  is a vector of slopes, and iz  is a vector of person-
level predictors of class membership, which can include products or powers to 
accommodate more complex patterns of effects. To identify this part of the model, the 
multinomial intercept and slope(s) for the first class (i.e. (1)0δ  and (1)′δ ) are set to 0, 
making this the reference class. Thus the log odds (logit) of membership in class k versus 
the reference class 1 is a linear function of the predictors in the vector iz : 
                                               ( ) ( ){ }( ) (1) ( ) ( )0log /  =k k ki i i i iπ π δ ′+z z δ z   (7)  
Typically, authors of conditional SPGM applications exponentiate each (2) ( )... Kδ δ= = to 
provide odds ratios which indicate whether a one unit increment in the predictor is 
associated with an increase (positive OR) or decrease (negative OR) in the odds of 
membership in class k versus the reference class 1 (Nagin, 2005, Chapter 6).  
Controversy over choosing HLM vs. SPGM models in practice 
As noted previously, there has been contention in the methodological literature 
surrounding the use of HLM versus SPGM, culminating in several exchanges. In one 
exchange, Sampson and Laub (2003) and Eggleston, Sampson and Laub (2004) were 
followed by Nagin (2004), and Sampson, Laub, and Eggleston (2004), which in turn 
were followed by Nagin and Tremblay (2005a), and then Sampson and Laub (2005), and 
again Nagin and Tremblay (2005b). In another, Nagin and Tremblay (2005c) received 
commentaries by Raudenbush (2005) and Maughan (2005) and then responded (Nagin & 
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Tremblay, 2005d). Notably, however, all authors largely retained their original 
perspectives at the end of this long series; no satisfactory solution that bridged the 
multiple perspectives has yet been achieved. The four primary arguments are 
summarized here, drawing from other sources as well to present each perspective in its 
strongest light.  
Perspective 1: Choose the model whose assumptions match research topic 
In their “Guidelines for choosing between group-based trajectory modeling and 
standard growth curve modeling” Nagin and Tremblay (2005c) emphasized the match 
between the theoretical model of individual differences and the statistical model. That is, 
they advocated preventing model misspecification by matching the distribution of 
individual differences assumed for the topic at hand (discrete or continuous) to the 
distribution of individual differences assumed by the model (discrete or continuous). 
Specifically, they argued that HLM is better suited than SPGM for modeling behaviors in 
which “it is reasonable to assume that most individuals experience a process of growth or 
decline, albeit at different rates” (p. 110). They offered language acquisition and time 
spent with peers in adolescence as examples of such processes (see also Raudenbush, 
2001, p. 509).  Nagin and Tremblay (2005c) went on to argue that SPGM is preferable to 
HLM when “there may be qualitatively different trajectories of change over age or time 
across subpopulations that are not identifiable ex ante based on measured characteristics” 
(p. 111; see also p. 86). They offered “behavioral phenomena that are not properly 
described in terms of variation about a population mean [such as] most forms of 
psychopathology and abuse of both licit and illicit drugs” as examples of such processes 
(p. 110).  
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One problem with this strategy is that we never really know a priori whether 
individual trajectories for a particular behavior are discrete or continuous, and this 
strategy does not involve checking our a priori assumptions against the empirical data. 
Another problem with this strategy is that, if only an SPGM is fit, artificial discrete 
trajectory-classes will be extracted even if continuously-varying trajectories truly exist 
(Bauer and Curran, 2004). Likewise, if only an HLM is fit, artificial continuously-
varying trajectories will be extracted even if discrete trajectory-classes truly exist (Bauer 
& Curran, 2004). That is, there is something of a confirmation bias entailed in this 
strategy; even if individual differences are continuous, SPGM will provide discrete 
classes, and even if individual differences are discrete, HLM will also appear to work 
well. 
Perspective 2:  Choose model based on comparing the empirical fit of HLM and SPGM 
 Kreuter and Muthén (2008a,b) instead suggest trying to avoid misspecification of 
the random effects distribution by fitting both the HLM model and the SPGM model to 
an empirical dataset and selecting whether a discrete or continuous random effects 
distribution is best fitting. Their suggested strategies include: (a) visually comparing the 
difference between the observed versus estimated response pattern frequencies for each 
model, and (b) choosing the model with the lowest Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC; -
2 log L + m log n, where m is number of parameters, n is sample size and L is the 
likelihood). Other strategies suggested by Kreuter and Muthén (2008a,b) were discussed 
and evaluated in Sterba and Bauer (in press). 
Regarding the first strategy, the ability of response pattern frequency comparisons 
to accurately differentiate between HLM and SPGM for discrete repeated measures has 
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not been established. This strategy would entail comparing the observed frequency of a 
response pattern (e.g. n=203 for pattern 00000010 of a count outcome at 8 timepoints) to 
its HLM-implied frequency (n=232) and to its SPGM-implied frequency (n=212 for 
K=4). However, a similar strategy that compares fit of empirical distributions to HLM 
and SPGM model-implied distributions for continuous repeated measures (Muthen’s, 
2003 skew and kurtosis test) has been evaluated. Bauer and Curran (2003b) showed that, 
by increasing K, the skew and kurtosis implied by the more flexible model (the SPGM) 
can typically be made to fit corresponding sample quantities better than HLM, regardless 
of whether it was in fact the distribution that generated the data. Response pattern 
frequency comparisons might be expected to perform similarly to the skew and kurtosis 
test in this respect. 
Regarding the second strategy, Bauer and Curran (2004) showed via simulation 
that the BIC correctly preferred an HLM to a SPGM (with one to eight classes), when 
data were generated from an HLM. Lubke and Neale (2006) found similar results using 
related cross-sectional models (a factor model, which has a continuous latent distribution, 
and a profile model, which has a discrete latent distribution). Specifically, Lubke and 
Neale (2006) found via simulation that BIC correctly preferred a factor model to a profile 
model when data was generated from a factor model. However, when data were 
generated from a profile model, BIC still preferred a factor model unless classes were 
greatly separated (i.e., a Mahalanobis distance of 3).  
Why does BIC have difficulty empirically distinguishing continuous from 
discrete individual differences for these models? Consider the fact that the first and 
second moments implied by m+1 discrete profiles can be equivalently reproduced by m 
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continuous factors, and vice versa (Bartholomew & Knott, 1999; Molenaar & Von Eye, 
1994). This means that differences in BIC are being driven by differences in fit to the 
higher order moments, which is why performance improved when classes were greatly 
separated (producing more skew and kurtosis; Bauer & Curran, 2004). More worrisome 
still, BIC has been shown to perform worse at distinguishing latent categories from 
continua in the context of realistic complications (e.g. violations of normality and 
linearity assumptions) for related models (Bauer, 2007; Bauer & Curran, 2003a). Hence, 
there is not convincing evidence to date that we have reliable tools for empirically 
distinguishing whether HLM or SPGM have greater fidelity to the population structure 
underlying a given set of data. 
Perspective 3: Because direct model fit comparisons are unreliable, choose HLM 
because spurious classes are more interpretationally dangerous than spurious continua 
Others’ decision-making between HLM and SPGM builds from concerns about 
Perspective 2’s claim that the true generating HLM versus SPGM can be reliably 
distinguished in empirical comparisons. Based on their perception that the reification of 
artificial classes can do more harm to policy decisions and scientific theory than can the 
reification of artificial continua (a.k.a., that individuals are all quantitatively different), 
they often favor HLM (e.g. Sampson, Laub & Eggleston, 2004, Sampson & Laub, 2005; 
Raudenbush, 2005). For example, Sampson et al. (2004) state that, 
“Through no fault of the method’s designers, SPGM research is particularly 
vulnerable to misappropriation by those pre-disposed to believe in the idea of a 
high-rate, chronic, life-course persister, superpredator group—especially policy 
makers who seek to intervene. As Travis Hirschi has remarked: ‘Typologizing is 
the first recourse of the treater’ (2000). And indeed the extraction of chronic 
high-rate offender groups in SPGM has drawn considerable attention in policy 
circles, underscoring the connection between the search for groups and 
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interventions. Although beyond the scope of this comment, numerous examples 
linking a high-rate offender group to interventions can be found in the literature. 
Because other longitudinal methods seek to make inferences about individual-
level trajectories rather than groups, SPGM thus appears to bear a somewhat 
greater (albeit not unique) burden. The reason, as Nagin points out, is that 
methods like HLM do not start with the ‘‘a priori’’ assumption that there are 
discrete groups” (p. 38-39). 
 
Additionally, Raudenbush (2005, p. 136) summarizes Perspective 3 by saying  
“Perhaps we are better off assuming continuously varied growth a priori and 
therefore never tempting our audience to believe in the key misconception that 
groups of persons actually exist. We would then not have to warn them strongly 
against ‘reification’ of the model they have been painstakingly convinced to 
adopt” (p. 136). 
 
These cautions are certainly well-reasoned and noteworthy, though ideally the choice of 
modeling approach would hinge more on statistical grounds than on the fear of the 
interpretational “seductions” (Sampson & Laub, 2005) of SPGM. We will see later that 
this dissertation tries to supply such an alternative statistical ground. 
Perspective 4: Choose SPGM because it is more versatile than HLM and is interpretable 
even if continuous individual differences exist 
In response to the concerns voiced under Perspective 3, Nagin and colleagues 
(e.g., Nagin, 2005; Nagin & Tremblay, 2005a,b,c,d), have argued that SPGM is more 
versatile than HLM, for two reasons. The first reason SPGM is said to be more versatile 
than HLM is that SPGM is applicable not only when individual differences are thought 
to be qualitative, but also when individual differences are thought to be quantitative. That 
is, when individual variability in growth coefficients is quantitative, SPGM provides a 
flexible semiparametric approximation of this continuous distribution. Such an 
approximation is depicted heuristically in Figure 2 for a single dimension of individual 
differences (i.e., one random effect, a random intercept). The K extracted classes serve as 
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points of support for this continuous random effect distribution, much like histobars in a 
histogram. The kth class’ growth coefficient, ( )kγ determines the location of the kth point 
of support. The proportion of individuals in class kπ  determines the height (or mass) of 
the kth point of support. Together, these masses 1 1( ... )Kπ π − ′=π and locations 
1( ... )Kγ γ ′=γ define a discrete probability distribution. This argument is closely related to 
a distinction made in the broader finite mixture modeling literature between “direct” and 
“indirect” applications or interpretations of mixtures (Titterington, Smith & Makov, 
1985). In direct applications, classes are interpreted as true population subgroups. These 
are the kind of applications to which proponents of Perspective 3 (e.g., Sampson et al., 
2004) have objected. In indirect applications, however, classes are simply interpreted as 
semiparametrically approximating the density of an aggregate, mixing distribution.  
The second reason SPGM is said to be more versatile than HLM is that SPGM is 
applicable when underlying individual differences (random effects) are nonnormal, 
whereas HLM is only applicable when individual differences (random effects) are 
normal.  Specifically, given enough discrete points of support, any nonnormal individual 
difference distribution (e.g., skewed, bimodal) can be discretely approximated by SPGM 
classes without needing to specify its overall parametric form (see Equation (4)). In 
contrast, HLM requires normality for random effects, which troubles Nagin (2005) and 
Nagin and Tremblay (2005a) because “social science theory rarely provides theoretical 
guidance on the population distribution of unobserved individual difference” and because 
he views HLM as being “sensitive to the assumed form of the distribution of such 
differences” under some circumstances (p. 879).   
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Indeed, for the linear HLM, fixed effects estimates and variance components are 
consistent under violation of the normality assumption, but standard errors and thus the 
validity of inferences are inconsistent (Butler & Louis, 1992; Verbeke & Lessafre, 1997). 
Nonetheless, standard errors can readily be adjusted to account for parametric violations 
of linear HLMs (Verbeke & Lessafre, 1997). On the other hand, for the hierarchical 
generalized linear model (HGLM) with discrete repeated measures (not a primary focus 
of the current dissertation), violating normality assumptions for the random effects 
renders fixed effects and variance components inconsistent (e.g., Agresti, Caffo, & 
Ohman-Strickland, 2004; Butler & Louis, 1992).1 Based on the above reasons Nagin 
(2005, p. 46) advises relaxing parametric distributional assumptions for random effects.2 
Notably, this recommendation assumes that any approximation error of SPGM is small in 
relation to possible bias incurred by using a distributionally-misspecified HLM.  
A number of sources have evaluated Perspective 4’s claims that SPGM’s 
semiparametric approximation is adequate (and SPGM’s relaxation of normality 
assumptions is necessary) in practice when individual differences are continuous.  
Because such evaluations were the topic of my prior research and because their outcome 
spurred the current research, I consider these evaluations in greater detail than for 
Perspectives 1-3, in the following section. 
                                                 
1 More troubling, routine diagnostics do not provide empirical guidance regarding the 
legitimacy of the normality assumption for random effects. Plots of predicted random 
effects from severely nonnormal latent distributions tend to look normally distributed 
because they are shrunken toward the population mean during estimation—particularly so 
under low reliability (Verbeke & Lessafre, 1996). 
 
2 Although Nagin’s illustrations mainly involve count outcomes, he does not qualify this 
recommendation as pertaining only to a particular type of outcome.   
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Methodological evaluations of Perspective 4  
Two lines of research are relevant for evaluating the adequacy and necessity of 
SPGM’s semiparametric approximations. One line of research evaluates the adequacy of 
SPGM’s semiparametric approximation directly. In this line of research, data are 
simulated from a model with continuously distributed random effects.  A SPGM is fit to 
the data, and the SPGM estimates are used to solve for the first moments  
   ( ) ( )
1
ˆ ˆ
K
k k
SPGM
k
π
=
=∑γ γ              (8) 
and second moments 
      ( )( )1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ
K K
k j k j k j
SPGM
k j k
π π−
= = +
′= − −∑ ∑Τ γ γ γ γ         (9) 
of the continuously-distributed random effects (Bauer, 2007).  These estimates can be 
compared to HLM estimates (denoted ˆ HLMγ and ˆ HLMΤ  respectively).  
Another line of research evaluates the necessity for SPGM’s relaxation of 
normality assumptions indirectly. This line of research uses estimates from a closely-
related cousin of SPGM—nonparametric maximum likelihood estimation (NPMLE)—to 
solve for the moments of continuously-distributed random effects, and then compares 
those values to HLM estimates. NPMLE (e.g. Follman & Lambert, 1989; Heckman & 
Singer, 1984; Laird, 1978) chronologically preceded SPGM, but shares its motivation: to 
relax parametric assumptions about the random effects distribution. Like SPGM, 
NPMLE discretely approximates a continuous random effect distribution with K points 
of support.  For example, the likelihood of a model with one continuous random effect 
can be discretely approximated as 
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(Rabe-Hesketh, Pickles, & Skrondal, 2003a). π  is a K× 1 vector of masses of the K 
points of support. z is a K× q vector of mean-centered locations of the K points of 
support—where q is the number of random effects (here q=1). T  is the number of 
repeated measures for person i, t corresponds to timepoint, and iu  corresponds to person 
i’s individual-specific deviation. Additionally, γ are population-level fixed effects, 
which are directly estimated (denoted ˆ NPMLγ )—unlike in SPGM where they are solved 
for by summing across K locations weighted by their respective masses (Rabe-Hesketh, 
Pickles, & Skrondal, 2003b).  
Like SPGM, NPMLE does not directly estimate random effect variances, but they 
can be computed from NPMLE estimates: 
                                                               ˆˆ ˆ ˆNPML ′=T z Az                                                     (11) 
where Aˆ  is a K ×  K diagonal matrix with the masses of each point of support on the 
diagonal. Although, in SPGM, points of support are typically added until a complexity-
penalized model selection index no longer improves, in NPMLE, points of support are 
added until no location can be found for which a small new mass would improve the 
likelihood (using directional derivatives on wide-ranging search of a fine grid; Lindsay, 
1983, 1995; Rabe-Hesketh et al., 2003a; Skrondal & Rabe-Hesketh, 2004).  
Evaluation of the adequacy of SPGM’s semiparametric approximation. In the 
first line of research, Brame, Nagin and Wasserman (2006) and Nagin (2005) directly 
evaluated the adequacy of SPGM’s semiparametric approximation. They illustrated that 
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ˆSPGMγ  and SˆPGMτ can well approximate the mean and variance of an unconditional, one-
dimension random effect distribution using several classes (e.g. 3 or 6)—at sample sizes 
of 500, 2500, 10,000, or 100,000. Nagin & Tremblay, 2005a,c (p. 84, 880) thus 
concluded that “simulation evidence reported in Brame, Nagin, & Wasserman (2006) and 
Nagin (2005) suggests that relatively few points of support [classes] are required to 
approximate reasonably complex continuous distributions of trajectories.” However, 
Brame et al. (2006) and Nagin (2005) did not show that these estimates were adequate 
for random effects distributions and sample sizes more often seen in psychology.  In fact, 
when Sterba, Mathiowetz and Bauer (submitted) generated more modestly-sized samples 
(N=250, 500, 1000) from an unconditional, linear HLM and a binary hierarchical 
generalized linear model (HGLM) with 1, 2, or 3 random effects, they found increasing 
bias in ˆ SPGMΤ  as the number of random effects increased. For continuous repeated 
measures, elements of ˆ SPGMΤ  averaged  2% absolute relative bias (ARB) for 1 generated 
random effect, 15% ARB for 2 random effects and 32% ARB for 3 random effects—
exceeding generally accepted levels. For binary repeated measures, elements of ˆ SPGMΤ
averaged 22% ARB for 1 random effect, 42% ARB for 2 random effects, and 60% ARB 
for 3 random effects. Furthermore, due to the nonindependence between mean and 
covariance structures when repeated measures are binary, bias in ˆ SPGMΤ led to bias in 
ˆ SPGMγ  (on average, 19%, 27%, and 35% ARB for 1, 2, and 3 random effects 
respectively).  
 There are three primary reasons why SPGM’s semiparametric approximation 
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does not adequately extend to higher-dimension random effects distributions. First, more 
points of support are required to approximate higher dimensions. Whereas a row of 
points was needed in Figure 2 to approximate a one-dimensional random effect 
distribution, a grid of points is needed to approximate a higher-dimensional random 
effect distribution (see Skrondal & Rabe-Hesketh, 2004, Chapter 6). Second, at modest N 
too few points may be selected by complexity-penalized criteria (e.g., BIC, AIC) to 
adequately recover the distribution (Nylund, Asparouhov, & Muthén; Tofighi & Enders, 
2007). Third, overextracting mass points past the number deemed best fitting by BIC or 
AIC can lead to singularities and estimation problems, either because a class or 
component proportion approaches zero or because parameters in two classes or 
components approach the same values (Fruhwirth-Schnatter, 2006; McLachlan & Peel, 
2001). 
Evaluation of the necessity for SPGM’s relaxation of normality assumptions. In 
the line of research reviewed in the previous subsection, SPGM’s approximation of a 
continuous random effect distribution was sometimes found inadequate. A second line of 
research investigates whether SPGMs or NPMLE might nevertheless outperform 
HGLMs for certain kinds of nonnormal random effects together with discrete outcomes.  
A number of simulations involving parametrically-misspecified HGLMs have 
shown that ˆ HGLMγ have little/no bias and ˆ HGLMΤ  sometimes have bias (depending on the 
random effect distributional shape) when variance components are small or medium 
(Agresti et al., 2004; Butler & Louis, 1992; Litiere, Alonso & Molenberghs, 2008; 
Neuhaus, Hauck, & Kalbfleisch, 1992; Rabe-Hesketh et al., 2003a; Sterba, Mathiowetz 
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& Bauer, submitted). But ˆ HGLMγ and ˆ HGLMΤ  can have sizable bias when variance 
components are large (Litiere et al., 2008).3  
However, moving to NPMLE or SPGM often does not appreciably reduce this 
bias, and additionally may increase estimates’ variability. Specifically, alternative non- 
or semi-parametric estimators (such as NPMLE or SPGM) provided little or no benefit 
for fixed effect recovery over parametrically-misspecified HGLM when variance 
components were small or medium, and there was one (Agresti et al., 2004; Butler & 
Louis, 1992; Rabe-Hesketh et al., 2003a; Litiere et al., 2008), two (Muthén & 
Asparouhov, 2008) or three random effects (Sterba, Mathiowetz & Bauer, submitted). 
Additionally, bias in variance components for non-parametric estimators could be as bad 
or worse than a parametrically-misspecified HGLM for some random effect 
distributional shapes (e.g. Agresti et al., 2004; Litiere et al., 2008; Sterba, Mathiowetz & 
Bauer, submitted) but somewhat better than HGLM for other random effect distributional 
shapes (Muthén & Asparouhov, 2008; Litiere et al., 2008). In these studies the shape of 
the random effect distribution is potentially a proxy for the amount of random effect 
nonnormality, as the latter was not controlled while shape was manipulated. Moreover, 
ˆ
HGLMΤ was typically as or more efficient than ˆ SPGMΤ  and ˆ NPMLΤ (Agresti et al., 2004, p. 
648; Butler & Louis, 1992, p. 1993; Litiere et al., 2008, p. 3139; Rabe-Hesketh et al., 
2003a; Sterba, Mathiowetz & Bauer, submitted)—except in Muthén and Asparouhov 
                                                 
3 For a small random effect, ˆ HGLMΤ  is meaningfully biased for a few random effect 
distribution shapes (chi-square, log-normal, power but not bimodal-symmetric, discrete, 
or uniform) but for a large random effect ˆ HGLMΤ is meaningfully biased for all random 
effect distribution shapes (Litiere et al., 2008). 
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(2008), who employed considerable random effect nonnormality (i.e., a bimodal 
distribution with modes 5-7 standard deviations apart). 
To summarize these methodological evaluations of Perspective 4: under some 
circumstances—one dimensional, very nonnormal random effects with large variance 
components—SPGM may be preferable to HLM when individual differences are 
continuous. However, in other cases more likely to be seen in psychology practice, the 
advantages of SPGM over HLM for continuous individual differences are greatly 
attenuated, or nonexistent. The fact that SPGM can theoretically handle nonnormal 
random effect distributions without assumption violations and the fact that SPGM classes 
afford an indirect interpretation, in practice, do not serve as definitive grounds for 
preferring SPGM over HLM. 
Perspective 5: Choose the model which best recovers relations between predictors and 
individual trajectories, when the individual difference distribution is misspecified  
To recap, Perspectives 1 and 2 sought to choose between SPGM and HLM based 
on the ability of theory or model fit indices to detect the true quantitative/qualitative 
nature of individual differences. Perspectives 3 and 4 accepted the possible 
misspecification of the quantitative/qualitative nature of individual differences in 
exchange for achieving other objectives (e.g. minimizing politicization of classes; 
minimizing parametric assumptions). The misspecification of the quantitative/qualitative 
nature of individual differences certainly has steep costs if one’s research goals are 
mainly to make inferences about the unconditional distribution of individual differences. 
If individual differences are truly discrete, a HLM cannot recover class trajectories and 
class proportions. If individual differences are truly continuous, a SPGM can only under 
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limited circumstances recover aggregate random effect variances. However, the dialog 
among proponents of Perspectives 1-4 has to date been largely focused on recovery of 
unconditional distributions of individual differences, whereas psychologists are typically 
concerned with using these models to understand both how and why individuals differ.  
In practice, the unconditional SPGM and unconditional HLM are typically only 
an intermediary model-building step en route to a conditional model (Curran & Hussong, 
2003; Nagin & Land, 1993). Most SPGM applications include predictors of class 
membership (e.g., Blokland, Nagin & Nieuwbeerta, 2005; Brook, Pahl, & Ning, 2006; 
Falck, Wang, & Carlson, 2007; Land, McCall & Nagin, 1996; Marti, 2008; Nagin, 1999) 
and most HLM applications include predictors of growth coefficients (and possibly time-
varying predictors as well) (Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). The importance psychologists 
place on recovering predictive relationships naturally leads to the proposed Perspective 
5: choose the model (HLM vs. SPGM) which best recovers predictive relationships, even 
if the nature of individual differences is misspecified.  
 Effect of (mis)specifying individual differences on prediction 
 Ideally, the HLM or SPGM should be able to recover the basic features of 
predictive relationships even when it is not the “true” generating model. Verbeke and 
Lessafre (1997) showed that a HLM will supply consistent estimates of fixed effects 
even if the random effects distribution is discrete—provided that time-specific residuals 
are normally distributed (which is the case in Chapters 2 and 3). This implies that if data 
were generated from a conditional SPGM with normal residuals, a conditional linear 
HLM could recover fixed predictors of growth coefficients. That is, “predictions can be 
stable even if latent structure is uncertain” (Butler & Louis, 1992, p. 1990).  
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  However, one of the assumptions of Verbeke and Lessafre (1997) is that 
( )i iE =y X γ  still holds when the individual difference distribution is discrete. But this 
will not be the case for data generated from a conditional SPGM because predictors do 
not enter the model linearly in the SPGM (i.e., Equations (6) and (4)). Additionally, 
despite normally distributed time-specific residuals, misspecifying the discrete nature of 
individual differences should, in theory, affect the efficiency of estimates, when the 
asymptotic covariance matrix of the estimates is calculated using the inverse of the 
matrix of second derivatives of the log likelihood function evaluated at the maximum 
likelihood estimates (i.e. model-based standard errors; Verbeke & Lessafre, 1997). Yet, 
Verbeke & Lessafre (1997) found that under a variety of real-world conditions, HLM 
standard errors remained quite accurate for fixed effects, but not for variance 
components—again assuming ( )i iE =y X γ . 
              Overall, HLM would be expected to more closely and efficiently recover person-
level predictive relationships from a generating SPGM when ( )i iE ≈y X γ , so that 
misspecification of fixed effects would be small; this would be the case if the HLM 
included power or product terms to account for any nonlinearities in the relationship 
between person-level predictors and iy  in the SPGM. On the other hand, when data is 
generated from a conditional HLM, efficiency loss would be expected when a 
conditional SPGM is used to recover predicted trajectories—but consistency loss would 
only be expected if too few support points were used to recover predicted relationships. 
Two limitations of prior research 
Perspective 5 follows from a line of research that seeks to choose among 
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dimensional “variable oriented” methods (e.g. factor analysis, ANOVA) and 
classification-based “person-oriented” methods (e.g. cluster analysis) based on recovery  
of predictive relationships when the true distribution of individual differences is 
unknown (Bogat, 2009; Magnusson, 1998; Von Eye and Bogat, 2006; von Eye, Bogat & 
Rhodes, 2006). However, these prior comparisons have had two main limitations. Prior 
research comparing SPGM-type and HLM-type models  have (a) been based on 
definitions or evaluations of predictive relationship recovery that gave undue advantage 
to one model over the other, and/or (b) been based on model specifications that gave 
undue advantage to one model over the other. First, I describe these two main limitations. 
Next, I propose strategies to overcome both limitations. 
Regarding unfair definitions of predictive relationship recovery, it should first be 
noted that the task of quantifying predictive relationship recovery is complicated by the 
fact that HLM and SPGM use very different sets of parameters with different 
interpretations to account for person-level predictors.  Thus, it is difficult to identify a 
significance test for a particular element in γ in an HLM analysis, for example, which 
should imply the outcome of a particular significance test for elements in ( )k′δ in a SPGM 
of the same dataset. SPGM captures relations between entire trajectories (as wholes) and 
predictors via logit parameters and odds ratios whereas HLM captures relationships 
between specific aspects of change and predictors via direct effects on separate trajectory 
parameters (for intercept, linear slope, quadratic slope, etc.) For this reason, definitions 
that focus on recovering the conditional expected value of each separate growth 
coefficient independently disadvantage SPGM relative to HLM.  
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The latter point was demonstrated and explained by Sterba, Mathiowetz, and 
Bauer (2008), Study 2, for a single predictor iz . They calculated the conditional 
expected value of a quadratic growth coefficient using estimates from a generating HLM 
(i.e. 3 30 31( | )i i iE z zβ γ γ= + ). Then they approximated the same quantity using estimates 
from a fitted SPGM where iz  predicts class membership: 
( ) ( )
3 3
1
( | ) ( )
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k k
i i i i
k
E z zβ π γ
=
⎡ ⎤= ×⎣ ⎦∑ . 
Here ( ) ( )ki izπ  is defined as in Equation (6). They observed bias in SPGM’s 
approximation of 3( | )i iE zβ . They explained that because iz  predicts class membership 
in the SPGM, and because class membership inseparably incorporates information from 
all growth coefficients (in their case, intercept, linear slope, and quadratic slope), to the 
extent that growth coefficients were correlated and were differing in variance (i.e. weak 
vs. dominant factors) in the generating HLM, SPGM’s estimates of 3( | )i iE zβ would be 
systematically pulled away from their true values and toward that of other (more 
dominant) growth coefficients.  
Regarding unfair evaluations of predictive relationship recovery, one popular 
procedure involves first including main effects and interaction terms for predictors in a 
restrictive HLM-type model (e.g. a repeated measures analysis of variance, RM-
ANOVA) or other variable-oriented model. Next, upon finding that these predictors, 
particularly the interaction terms, explain little overall variance in the outcome, these 
models are discarded in favor of a classification approach (e.g. Bogat, 2009; Bogat, 
2009; von Eye, Bogat, and Rhodes, 2006; von Eye and Bogat, 2006). The rationale given 
is that since a small proportion of variance was explained, there must be undetected, 
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unobserved heterogeneity. However, predictive relationship recovery is not subsequently 
assessed for the classification approach on a comparable metric to the HLM-type or other 
variable-oriented model.  
Regarding unfair model specifications, studies may characterize variable-oriented 
methods as only able to accommodate main effects and so omit interaction terms (e.g. 
Magnusson, 1998, p. 50). Or studies may compare recovery of interactive relationships 
on empirical data using a classification-type model (a configural frequency analysis or 
cluster analysis) versus a HLM-type model (a RM-ANOVA) for which key higher-order 
product terms were omitted. Since classification-type analyses do not require the 
inclusion of special power or product terms to account for nonlinearities or interactions, 
but HLM-type models do, such comparisons are weighted in favor of the classification-
type model. For example, von Eye and Bogat (2006) estimated a RM-ANOVA for mood 
omitting a particular predictor (withdrawal)4 and its interaction with included predictors 
(time, gender, and violence status). They then clustered individuals based on that omitted 
predictor withdrawal. They argued for the utility of the classification approach in 
addition to RM-ANOVA because recovery of explanatory relations involving mood (in 
terms of variance accounted for) was increased once the withdrawal cluster scores were 
included as another predictor in the RM-ANOVA. However, they did not compare this 
result to a RM-ANOVA that simply included the omitted predictor withdrawal and its 
interaction with other predictors.  
Overcoming the first limitation of prior research: Alternative definition of predictive 
                                                 
4 Withdrawal was an outcome in separate RM-ANOVA analyses that omitted mood. 
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relationship recovery 
 In order to overcome the first limitation of prior research—definitions of 
predictive relationship recovery that give undue advantage to one model over another—
predictive relationship recovery can be defined at a more holistic level, as suggested by 
the work of Bauer and Shanahan (2007). Bauer and Shanahan (2007) plotted predicted 
regression lines for a sample of cross-sectional data using a person-oriented, 
classification-type model (latent profile model) and a variable-oriented model (logistic 
regression). As an extension of this method, predicted regression lines calculated from 
each model could be used to formally compare predictive relationship recovery across 
multiple samples (e.g. via bias and mean squared error). This extended method is 
applicable to comparing predictive relationship recovery of SPGM and HLM as well. 
Similarly to the logistic regression model, predicted trajectories can be calculated from 
the HLM with time-invariant predictors of growth coefficients (Bauer & Curran, 2005; 
Curran, Bauer & Willoughby, 2004). Similarly to the latent profile model, predicted 
trajectories can be calculated from the SPGM with time-invariant predictors of class-
membership (Nagin & Tremblay, 2005a). To be clear, the term predictive relationship 
recovery is thus used in this study to mean the recovery of model-implied trajectories at 
particular values of predictor(s), not to mean the recovery of particular estimated 
coefficients for predictors. However, the calculation of model-implied trajectories of 
course incorporates such estimated coefficient values. 
For HLM, it is now standard, recommended practice to compute predicted 
trajectories by taking the expected value of Equation (1) (with iX  and γ expanded to 
include person-level predictors)  plotted at particular values of the predictors (see 
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Chapter 2 for details). For SPGM, it is also recommended practice, regardless of whether 
a direct or indirect interpretation of classes is desired, to compute predicted trajectories 
by multiplying Equation  (6) by the expected value of Equation (3) and summing over 
classes (see Chapter 2 for details; Nagin & Tremblay, 2005c). Nonetheless, unlike HLM 
applications, SPGM applications extremely rarely include plots of predicted trajectories. 
SPGM applications usually only include plots of unconditonal trajectories together with a 
table of odds ratios for predictor relationships. Nagin and Tremblay (2005c, p. 883) have 
“grave reservations” about this practice because it fosters the illusion that SPGM can 
assign individuals ex ante to a particular trajectory based on their scores on predictors 
(i.e. that SPGM can “predict an individual’s trajectory to classify him or her as a type” 
Nagin & Tremblay, 2005c, p. 883, 885). In reality, classification is only probabilistic and 
often very uncertain. For example, the conditional probability of membership in the 
theoretically-important chronic class is .30 despite endorsement of all risk predictors, in 
Nagin and Tremblay (2005c). Presentation of predictive trajectories instead focuses 
attention on the legitimate capability of the SPGM model to “identify risk characteristics 
within the population at large which, if altered, might lead to better outcomes on 
average” (Nagin & Tremblay, 2005c, p. 883).  
This dissertation involves comparing predictive relationship recovery of SPGM 
and HLM by assessing their recovery of predicted trajectories. The use of predicted 
trajectories for comparison overcomes the first limitation of prior research. 
Overcoming the second limitation of prior research: Alternative model specifications 
The second limitation of prior research is model specifications that give undue 
advantage to one model in evaluations of predictor relationship recovery. In order to 
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overcome this limitation, a Monte Carlo simulation is needed in which two alternative 
true distributions of individual differences are considered (discrete and continuous), two 
alternative kinds of fitted models are considered for each true distribution (misspecified 
and properly-specified individual differences), and two kinds of data conditions are 
considered: balanced vs. unbalanced. Balanced data conditions are conducive to 
predictor recovery regardless of whether individual differences are truly discrete vs. 
continuous. Moreover they are “held constant” regardless of whether the HLM or SPGM 
is the true generating model (as described below). Unbalanced data conditions, on the 
other hand, intentionally involve features that are unfavorable to predictive recovery for 
one model. Employing unbalanced data conditions allows us to determine how robust 
each model is to specific suboptimalities that might be encountered in the real world 
where the true nature of individual differences is unknown. As these unbalanced data 
conditions are uniquely constructed to represent a bad case scenario for one model or the 
other, they cannot be held constant regardless of whether HLM or SPGM is the true 
generating model. For this reason, no claim is made that the HLM-unfavorable 
conditions are comparable to the SPGM-unfavorable conditions, whereas such a claim is 
made for the balanced conditions. More details on these two kinds of data conditions are 
provided next. 
Balanced data conditions  
As mentioned earlier, balanced data conditions are held constant regardless of 
whether HLM or SPGM is the generating model. In the context of a Monte Carlo 
simulation, the notion of “holding constant” data conditions can be operationalized to 
mean that the best fitting HLM when individual differences are simulated to be discrete 
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later becomes the generating model when individual differences are simulated to be 
continuous. And the SPGM which is the generating model when individual differences 
are simulated to be discrete becomes the fitted model when individual differences are 
simulated to be continuous. This reversibility ensures maximum comparability of 
predictive relationship recovery across HLM to SPGM due to the consistency of the data 
conditions. This reversibility also ensures that bias and variability of predictive 
trajectories can be meaningfully compared across SPGM versus HLM generating/fitted 
models because the marginal variance of the outcome stays constant regardless of 
whether individual differences are continuous or discrete (described further in Chapters 
2, 3, and 4). Such procedures will inform us as to whether HLM vs. SPGM is preferable 
for prediction when the individual difference distribution is unknown, the data conditions 
are held constant, and the data conditions are reasonably conducive for either model.  
Unbalanced data conditions 
The reversibility aspect of the balanced data conditions by definition only allows 
the introduction of data features for one generating model (e.g., SPGM) that have a 
counterpart in the alternative generating model (e.g., HLM). However, there are some 
data features expected to specifically impair predictive relationship recovery for one 
model in particular. To accommodate such data features, the unbalanced data conditions 
involve features that represent a “bad case scenario” for each model separately, and these 
features necessarily differ across models. 
The first data condition—higher order, nonlinear interactions—is hypothesized to 
be more disadvantageous for HLM. Hence, a SPGM generating model that would be 
unfavorable for a fitted HLM might contain nonmonotonic unconditional trajectories 
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combined with nonmonotonic patterns of conditional class probabilities. These together 
can imply marked nonlinearities and higher-order interactions in the population. A 
second data condition—inconsistent signs of predictors across correlated growth 
coefficients—is hypothesized to be more disadvantageous for SPGM.  Hence, a HLM 
generating model that would be unfavorable to a fitted SPGM could contain multiple 
predictors whose effects have different signs across positively-correlated growth 
coefficients. In sum, such unbalanced or robustness data conditions will indicate whether 
one model is to be preferred over the other when the individual difference distribution is 
unknown, and there are model-specific suboptimal data conditions. Justifications for the 
choice of these particular unbalanced data conditions are provided in the next three 
subsections. 
 HLM-unfavorable data condition: Nonlinear, higher-order interactions. 
Difficulty recovering linear two-way interactions using variable-oriented methods 
(including fixed and multilevel regression) have long been lamented (e.g. Aguinis, 1995; 
Aiken & West, 1991). Presence of measurement error, restriction of range, coarse 
measurement, middle-heavy/tail-light distributions (e.g. bivariate normal distributions), 
or di-/tricotimization for the variables that enter into the product term greatly decreases 
reliability for the product term and can attenuates its effect or power (e.g. Busemeyer & 
Jones, 1983; Russell & Bobko, 1992; Aguinis, Boik & Pierce, 2001; Aguinis & Stone-
Romero, 1997; McClelland & Judd, 1993). Therefore it is not surprising that observed 
effect sizes for interactions in the social sciences are typically small (Aiken & West, 
1991; Champoux & Peters, 1987; Chaplin, 1991). Moreover, these problems generalize 
to three-way interactions, nonlinear interactions, and multiple interactions (McClelland 
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& Judd, 1993). The latter situation is particularly complicated by differential reliabilities 
among the multiple product terms (McClelland & Judd, 1993). Another complication is 
the difficulty distinguishing between the presence of linear interaction terms and 
nonlinear terms due to their differential reliability, particularly when multicollinearity is 
high (MacCallum & Mar, 1995).   
 SPGM can be seen to have four possible advantages over HLM for recovering or 
accommodating interactions. First, the negative effects of range restriction, coarse 
measurement, and measurement error on power for recovery of cross-level interactions 
are not magnified through the formation of product terms in SPGM. Second, because the 
SPGM evaluates the effects of predictors on trajectories as wholes, there is not a separate 
statistical test for the effect of a predictor (e.g. iz ) on each growth factor in the SPGM. 
Therefore, the significance of a multinomial regression coefficient (e.g. ( )
i
k
zδ ) could be 
driven by a main effect (difference in the effect of iz on intercept in chosen and reference 
classes), rather than an interaction effect (difference in the effect of 1iz on slope(s) in 
chosen and reference classes). The ability to borrow power from a main effect could 
make the detection of cross-level interactions easier in SPGM than HLM. Third, SPGM 
has a potentially lower risk of omitting nonlinear and higher order interaction terms 
involving time and predictors of class membership in the SPGM. These features are 
accounted for automatically by various patterns of class-invariant and class-varying 
multinomial regression coefficients. That is, the SPGM does not require a priori 
specification of the correct functional form of predictive relationships (Bauer & 
Shanahan, 2007; Nagin & Tremblay, 2001, p. 102). Fourth, in theory, a constant number 
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of parameters needs to be estimated in a SPGM to recover any linear/nonlinear 
interaction of the predictor and time. In contrast, the HLM requires additional parameters 
for each such hypothesized term. Moreover, the HLM requires employing a model 
building or pruning approach, if all desired terms cannot be entered at once. 
 Yet, there are some uncertainties about these advantages of SPGM over HLM for 
detecting interactions. First, it is unknown whether negative effects of range restriction, 
coarse measurement, and measurement error could manifest in the SPGM via 
mechanisms other than product terms; this has not been studied. Second, main effects 
might deceptively drive the appearance of, or even masquerade as, cross-level 
interactions in the SPGM. Third, SPGM’s ability to provide a coherent overall depiction 
of predictive relationships without having to parse lower and higher effects (Bauer & 
Shanahan, 2007) comes at the expense of not providing details on which main effects, 
interaction terms, and nonlinear terms are statistically significant and more vs. less 
important.5  Fourth, SPGM may or may not have an advantage of parameter parsimony 
because it will be able to approximate more complex interactions with (a) larger numbers 
of classes and (b) higher functional forms within at least some classes.  Despite these 
potential uncertainties and cost-benefit tradeoffs associated with using SPGM for 
recovering interactions, the vast majority of published research still suggests that a 
nonlinear, higher-order interaction would be more difficult for a HLM-type model to 
                                                 
5 That is, in the SPGM there is no clear way to distinguish one type of effect (e.g. a 
nonlinear effect of 21iz ) from another ( 1iz 2iz× ), and their relative importance can only be 
loosely visually assessed using a combination of unconditional trajectories, conditional 
class probabilities, and conditional trajectories. 
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recover (e.g. Bergman & Magnusson, 1997, p. 307; Bergman & Trost, 2006, p. 613; 
Muthén, 1998, p. 295). 
SPGM-unfavorable data condition: Inconsistent signs of predictors across 
correlated growth coefficients. To conceptualize this next data condition, consider the 
case where individual differences are continuously distributed and positively correlated 
in the population, but an SPGM is fitted. In this case, classes will tend to be extracted 
that have both high intercepts and slopes, or both low intercepts and low slopes. Suppose, 
additionally, that a person level predictor affects growth coefficients in the population, 
but not in a way that follows neatly from the observed correlation among random effects. 
For example, the predictor has positive effects on intercept but negative effects on slope, 
despite the positive total correlation between intercept and slope. 6 A concrete illustration 
of this situation is if higher initial drinking was associated with faster increases in 
drinking, but boys have higher initial starting points and slower rates of change than 
girls.7  Further suppose that a SPGM is fitted that also includes this person-level 
predictor. That predictor will influence each class as a whole, rather than influencing 
each growth coefficient separately because, in SPGM, main effects of a predictor cannot 
be parsed from cross-level interactions of that predictor and time (see previous section). 
                                                 
6 Note that this scenario is consistent with either a negative or positive residual 
correlation between growth coefficients; the sign of the residual correlation will be 
influenced by the relative size of the negative coefficient of the predictor vs. the size of 
the residual variances/covariances, among other things. 
 
7 Note that this scenario does not imply the presence of suppression. Suppression could 
be said to occur if, prior to adding gender to the model, the total correlation between 
intercepts and slopes was zero, yet the residual correlation becomes negative following 
the inclusion of gender. But this added stipulation is not necessary for our purposes. 
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Consequently, an increment in the predictor will be associated with an increased 
probability of membership in the high-intercept high-slope class—despite the fact that in 
the population the predictor has a positive influence on intercepts but a negative 
influence on slopes (Bauer & Curran, 2003a). This phenomenon would be expected to 
lead to bias in SPGM’s recovery of predicted trajectories when individual differences are 
continuously distributed in the population.  
Another related example of this phenomenon would be if a predictor in the 
aggregate population had all-positive or all-negative effects on growth coefficients, but 
growth coefficients were negatively correlated. Relatedly, bias should also occur if a 
predictor had zero effect on some growth coefficients and nonzero effect on others, when 
predictors are positively correlated. For example, if a predictor had nonzero effects on 
intercept and linear slope, but zero effects on quadratic slope in the population, but an 
SPGM is fitted, that predictor would nonetheless predict classes defined by particular 
levels of all growth coefficients. Consequently, there would be a tendency for predicted 
trajectories to reflect a spurious interaction of the predictor with 2time . Generally, this 
phenomenon (and resultant bias in predicted trajectories) would be expected to occur 
whenever growth coefficients do not move in concert with the person-level predictors 
(Bauer and Curran, 2003a). 
Finally, the bias induced by this phenomenon should be larger if not one but 
many predictors are included.  If the number of points of support K in an SPGM is held 
fixed, each additional predictor requires an additional set of conditional class 
probabilities—which is then multiplied by the same K unconditional trajectories to 
compute predicted/conditional trajectories. Thus adding more predictors requires more 
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approximating ability from those same K points, possibly leading to more SPGM 
approximation error (i.e. bias) for small K. On the other hand, if increasing the number of 
predictors results in the extraction of more points of support K, there is a corresponding 
decrease in effective per-class sample size. This decrease in effective per-class sample 
size can, in turn, impinge on the efficiency (and estimability) of the class-specific 
multinomial regression coefficients for the predictors (Bauer & Curran, 2003a). This loss 
in efficiency of these multinomial regression coefficients may ultimately be expected to 
increase sampling variability of the predicted trajectories. 
Summary and hypotheses 
To summarize, the literature review for Perspective 5 indicated that prior 
comparisons of the predictive relationship recovery of classification-type models (e.g. 
SPGM) and variable-oriented models (e.g. HLM) suffered from two limitations. Model 
specifications and definitions of predictive relationship recovery both gave undue 
advantage to one model over the other. To overcome the first limitation, I proposed a 
more neutral method of comparing predictive relationship recovery (i.e. predictive 
trajectories). To overcome the second limitation, I suggested calculating these predictive 
trajectories from models with both misspecified and properly-specified individual 
differences, under both balanced and unbalanced (i.e. robustness) data conditions  
Balanced data conditions are favorable to both the properly-specified and 
distributionally-misspecified models (whether discrete or continuous). Unbalanced data 
conditions are intentionally unfavorable to the distributionally-misspecified model (either 
because of higher order, nonlinear interactions, or inconsistent signs of predictors across 
correlated growth coefficients).  In light of the literature review for Perspective 5, several 
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hypotheses can be stated: 
 Hypothesis 1.  
 The type of predictor relationship (e.g. number of interactions, number of 
predictors, linearity versus nonlinearity of interactions, and pattern of positive 
and negative effects of predictors on growth factors) will be more consequential 
for predictive relationship recovery than will misspecification of the distribution 
of individual differences per se.  
    Hypothesis 2. 
a.    When a distributionally-misspecified HLM (vs. correctly-specified SPGM) is 
fit to a generating model with nonlinear higher-order interactions, gains in mean 
squared error (MSE) will be primarily a function of efficiency loss.  Bias 
increases would mainly result from the exclusion of relevant higher-order power 
or product terms—for example, if these terms were not estimable. 
b.    When a distributionally-misspecified SPGM (vs. correctly-specified HLM) is 
fit to a generating model with positively correlated growth coefficients and 
multiple predictors with inconsistent signs, gains in MSE will be a function of 
decreased efficiency and increased bias. Bias increases will occur when too few 
support points are estimable and will also occur because spurious nonlinear or 
interactive relationships are induced. 
    Hypothesis 3.  
Under balanced data conditions, a distributionally-misspecified HLM will have 
smaller increases in mean squared error (over a correctly-specified SPGM) than 
will a distributionally-misspecified SPGM (over a correctly-specified HLM). This 
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pattern will be due to the much lower efficiency of the correctly-specified 
SPGMs compared to the correctly-specified HLMs (generalizing from Sterba, 
Mathiowetz, and Bauer’s 2008 results on unconditional models). This pattern will 
be most pronounced at low N; at low N, inefficiency for the correctly-specified 
SPGM will overwhelm bias differences between the correctly-specified SPGM 
and distributionally misspecified HLM.  
Overview of simulation design 
To test these hypotheses, a simulation was conducted with four fully-crossed 
factors: the true distribution of individual differences (2 levels), the type of generating 
model (3 levels), the fitted model (2 levels), and the sample size (3 levels). The true 
distribution of individual differences is either discrete (SPGM) or continuous (HLM). 
The type of generating model is either a simple generating model (which entails balanced 
data conditions), a complex generating model (which also entails balanced data 
conditions), or an unfavorable generating model (which entails unbalanced data 
conditions against the distributionally misspecified model). Within each type of 
generating model, the fitted model has two levels: a correctly-specified distribution of 
individual differences or an incorrectly specified distribution of individual differences. 
Sample size is either N=250, 500, or 1000.  
 To streamline presentation, the simulation is split into two parts; in Chapter 2, the 
true distribution of individual differences is discrete (SPGM) and in Chapter 3, the true 
distribution of individual differences is continuous (HLM). Hypotheses 1 and 2a are 
tested in Chapter 2, and Hypotheses 1 and 2b are tested in Chapter 3. Results from both 
Chapters 2 and 3 together are needed to evaluate Hypothesis 3. Hence, Hypothesis 3 is 
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evaluated in the concluding chapter—Chapter 4. Hypothesis 3 refers to the key outcome 
of this dissertation: the difference in predictive relationship recovery across fitted 
models, which is to be compared across the true distribution of individual differences, 
within a given type of balanced generating condition (i.e., simple or complex).  
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CHAPTER 2 
 
RECOVERING PREDICTED RELATIONSHIPS WHEN INDIVIDUAL 
DIFFERENCES ARE DISCRETE 
 
The goal of the present chapter is to consider the consequences for predictor 
recovery of fitting an HLM when data were in fact obtained from a SPGM. Hence, in this 
chapter, individual variability is discrete in the population, and person-level variables 
predict class membership. Both HLM and SPGM are fit to each generating SPGM, and 
predicted trajectories are computed from both fitted models and compared. The 
simulation in Chapter 2 has 18 cells. There are three types of population generating 
models (two of which entail balanced data conditions—labeled a simple SPGM and a 
complex SPGM—and one that entails unbalanced data conditions—labeled a HLM-
unfavorable SPGM). There are three sample sizes (N=250, 500, 1000), and there are two 
different fitted models per type of data generation model (an HLM and the data-
generating SPGM). Sample sizes were chosen to be consistent with much psychological 
research and to mirror our previous work with unconditional SPGM models.  
In Chapter 2, I assess the loss in predictive relationship recovery when the fitted 
individual difference distribution is misspecified (HLM) versus properly-specified 
(SPGM) under balanced conditions that are conducive to both HLM and SPGM (a.k.a., 
the simple and complex generating models), and under unbalanced conditions that are 
particularly unfavorable to the misspecified model (a.k.a. the HLM-unfavorable 
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generating model).  The magnitude of this loss is compared across simple versus 
complex generating models, because they have comparable marginal variances of the 
repeated measures (and thus comparable scales for mean squared error), unlike the HLM-
unfavorable generating model. In general, Hypotheses 1 (that the type of predictor 
relationship will be more consequential for its recovery than the misspecification of 
individual differences) will be addressed in Chapter 2. Hypothesis 2a (that the HLM-
unfavorable condition will result in MSE gains for HLM over SPGM primarily due to 
efficiency loss) will also be addressed in Chapter 2.  
Remaining sections of Chapter 2 present the population models, data generation 
procedure, fitted models, data analysis procedures, and results. In these sections, 
particular attention is paid to how and why the generating SPGM models in Chapter 2 
were chosen from real-world empirical applications. 
Population models 
The simple generating model is shown in Equation (12).  
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where 2~ (0, )ti Nε σ .The predictor of class membership is a count environmental risk 
variable, ri , where ri ~ BIN (8,.36). Parameters for the simple generating model (see 
Table 1) were derived from Nagin and Tremblay’s (2005a) four-class SPGM empirical 
application on aggression. I now briefly explain Nagin and Tremblay’s (2005a) 
application and why it was selected as the simple generating model. 
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Nagin and Tremblay’s (2005a) application contained monotonic, “stacked” 
unconditional trajectories (reproduced in Figure 3) and contained one predictor of class 
membership (risk) monotonically related to aggression chronicity. Conditional class 
probabilities for high/chronic classes that monotonically increase for increments in the 
predictor are common in the SPGM literature (e.g. Jones & Nagin, 2007; Nagin, 2005). 
Such predictor effects correspond with what Rutter, Yule, Quintin et al. (1975) and 
Sameroff and Seifer (1990, 1995) have called additive or cumulative risk processes in 
developmental psychopathology. My own informal review of SPGM applications also 
found that such monotonic or “stacked” unconditional trajectories are common, 
particularly for moderate numbers of repeated measures (< 10) (e.g. Cote, Tremblay, 
Nagin, Zoccolillo, & Vitaro, 2002; Dodge, Du, Saxton, & Ganguli, 2005; Jones & Nagin, 
2007; Laub, Nagin, & Sampson, 1998; Seguin, Lesage, Turecki, Bouchard et al., 2007; 
Shaw, Lacourse & Nagin, 2005). I now describe how the reported results from Nagin and 
Tremblay’s (2005a) application were used to solve for necessary parameter values in the 
simple generating model. 
Nagin and Tremblay (2005a) provided a plot of unconditional trajectories, in 
Figure 3, and a table of conditional class probabilities, at ri =0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 risks, in 
Table 1, but did not provide the multinomial regression coefficients or growth 
coefficients needed for data generation. In order to infer the multinomial regression 
coefficients, a mock population was generated to have the number of individuals in each 
class implied by Table 1 and the number of individuals with each value of risk per class 
implied by Table 1.  This population was then submitted to a multinomial logistic 
regression with class as the outcome and risk (ri ) as the predictor; estimated coefficients 
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were used as population generating values in Table 2. In order to infer the growth 
coefficients for the moderate-decreasing and high-decreasing classes in Nagin and 
Tremblay’s (2005a) example, their time scores (rescaled to make 0 the first score, i.e.: 0, 
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) and associated data points for each of these trajectories were separately 
submitted to an ordinary least squares quadratic regression. The resultant OLS 
coefficients were used as growth coefficients, in Table 2. 
The complex SPGM generating model involved enhancing this simple model by 
adding a binary predictor of class membership, gi~BIN(1,.25), where gi interacts with ri. 
gi can be thought of as a genetic predictor.  Therefore the pattern of effects is consistent 
with a gene by environment interaction. When gi=1, the allele is protective; it reduces the 
effect of risk (ri) on aggression, such as described by Caspi, McClay, and Moffitt, et al. 
(2002). When gi=0, the protective allele is absent, as shown in the conditional class 
probabilities in Table 3. The complex generating model is shown in Equation (13).  
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where 2~ (0, )ti Nε σ . While the complex generating model is an artificial extension of 
Nagin and Tremblay’s (2005a) empirical example, it is a substantively-relevant 
extension, as developmental psychologists often desire to detect gene by environment 
interactions. Population parameters for the complex SPGM generating model are given 
in Table 4.  
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Although many SPGM applications in my informal review contained monotonic 
unconditional trajectories (such as those used in the simple SPGM generating model and 
complex SPGM generating model), some applications contained markedly nonmonotonic 
unconditional trajectories (e.g. Bushway, Thornberry & Krohn, 2003; Stewart, 
Livingston & Dennison, 2008). These examples often involve many timepoints. As noted 
in Chapter 1, such patterns may prove more difficult for HLM to recover. The 
unconditional trajectories from Bushway et al.’s ( 2003) application were used to derive 
the class-specific growth coefficient means for the robustness condition—i.e., the HLM-
unfavorable model—with two small modifications.8 Bushway et al. (2003) had two 
nearly-identical, unaffected, low-stable classes, but for the sake of parsimony, I only 
included one, as shown in Figure 4.  Hence, although Bushway et al. (2003) had seven 
total unconditional trajectories, I have six. Also, I rescaled and recentered Bushway et 
al.’s time scores to aid estimability (now timescores are -2.375, -2.125, -1.875, -1.625, -
1.375, -1.125, -0.875, -0.625, -0.375, -0.125, 0.125, 0.375, 0.625, 0.875, 1.125, 1.375, 
1.625, 1.875, 2.125, 2.375). The resultant HLM-unfavorable generating SPGM, in 
Equation (14), has nonmonotonic and highly-nonlinear unconditional trajectories.   
                                                 
8 Additionally, residual variance estimates were not reported in either empirical 
application (Bushway et al., 2003 or Nagin &  Tremblay, 2005a) that served as sources 
of population parameters in Chapter 2. More generally, SPGM applications rarely if ever 
report this parameter estimate in practice. One value of the parameter was employed in 
the cells of simulation (1.0), so future research examining the sensitivity of conclusions 
to various residual variance values is warranted. 
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where 2~ (0, )ti Nε σ . To support these nonlinear trajectory shapes, additional (cubic) 
slope coefficients were used and more timepoints were used (20 occasions) as compared 
to the simple and complex generating SPGM’s (7 occasions).  
Nagin and Tremblay (2005c, p. 101) deemed Bushway et al.’s (2003) results 
informative of a “taxonomic distinction” between desisters and offenders. Specifically, 
referring to Figure 4, we can think of there being three desisting trajectories, two 
persisting trajectories, and one unaffected trajectory. Bushway et al.’s (2003) application, 
however, did not include any predictors, yet the HLM-unfavorable generating SPGM 
needs to include nonmonotonic conditional class probabilities, as well as nonmonotonic 
unconditional trajectories. Hence, in the HLM-unfavorable generating model, I added the 
allele predictor and risk predictor (now, grand-mean centered9) of class membership from 
the complex SPGM generating model—but altered the original monotonic conditional 
class probabilities for risk to mimic predictive relationships that would be consistent with 
“taxonomic distinctions” between desisters and persisters. Specifically, the conditional 
class probabilities in Table 5 were chosen such that (a) in the absence of the allele, the 
effect of risk has similar, severe, effects for the two persister trajectories, and similar, 
                                                 
9 Centering risk was necessary to avoid estimation problems due to nonessential 
collinearity in fitted HLMs (Aiken & West, 1991). In this condition fitted HLMs include 
several higher-order product and power terms, as described later. 
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more mild effects for the three desister trajectories, but (b) in the presence of the allele, 
the effects of risk on aggression are suppressed if one is in a desister group, but the 
effects of risk on aggression are not suppressed if one is in a persister group. Procedures 
described under the simple SPGM generating model were used to back-solve for the 
multinomial regression coefficients in Table 5 from the conditional class probabilities in 
Table 6. In sum, because the HLM-unfavorable model contains nonmonotonic 
unconditional trajectories combined with markedly different patterns of conditional class 
probabilities for predictors, it implies nonlinear and higher-order interactions in the 
population. Literature reviewed in Chapter 1 suggested that such predictive relationships 
would be difficult for HLM to recover. 
Data generation 
All data were generated in SAS 9.2, and all models were fit in Mplus 5.2 using 
maximum likelihood estimation. SPGMs were estimated utilizing 200 initial stage sets of 
random starting values, and 20 final stage optimizations. 500 repeated samples were 
generated for each population model × sample size combination. The following data 
generation procedures were performed casewise—sequentially per each person in each 
sample. First, values of the person-level predictor(s) were generated for that person from 
the distributions specified earlier. Then, the population multinomial logistic regression 
coefficients were used to solve for that person’s class probabilities using Equation (6), 
given their predictor value(s). That person’s class probabilities were converted into 
cumulative class probabilities. A random uniform number was then generated for that 
person. That person had their repeated measures generated from the class 1 growth 
coefficient parameters if their uniform number was less than or equal to the first 
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cumulative probability. That person had their repeated measures generated from the class 
2 growth coefficient parameters if their uniform number was greater than the first 
cumulative probability and less than or equal to the second, and so on. Once the person 
was thus assigned to a class, repeated measures (7 or 20, depending on the model) were 
generated. Each repeated measure was generated by multiplying the time scores by the 
respective growth coefficient means for that class, and adding a standard normal 
distributed residual term. This means that all of the generating models for Chapter 2 
produce conditionally normal repeated measures with time-homogeneous error variance. 
Fitted models 
For the 500 repeated samples from each population model × sample size 
combination, two different models were fit: (a) the generating SPGM (i.e. no model 
error), and (b) a HLM model (i.e. model error). The HLM model fit to the simple SPGM 
generating model was: 
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where 2~ (0, )ti Nε σ and ~ ( , )i Nu 0 T . Note that a quadratic random effect was not 
included in Equation (15) because pilot studies indicated that the data would not support 
one. The HLM model fit to the complex SPGM generating model was: 
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where 2~ (0, )ti Nε σ and ~ ( , )i Nu 0 T . Again, note that a quadratic random effect was not 
included in Equation (16) because pilot studies indicated that the data would not support 
one. The HLM model fit to the HLM-unfavorable SPGM generating model was: 
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where 2~ (0, )ti Nε σ and ~ ( , )i Nu 0 T . In Equation (17), nonlinear terms involving the 
count environmental risk predictor and nonlinear terms involving the risk × gene 
interaction are used to try to capture the nonlinearities induced by nonmontonic effects of 
predictors on class membership and nonmonotonic descriptive trajectories.  
Data analysis 
When a SPGM was fitted to the simple SPGM generating model, predicted 
trajectories were calculated by weighting the sample values of the unconditional 
trajectories in Figure 3 by the sample values of the conditional class probabilities in 
Table 1, and summing across classes: 
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When a SPGM was fitted to the complex SPGM generating model, predicted trajectories 
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were calculated by modifying the conditional class probabilities in Equation (18) to 
reflect the additional predictors of class membership: 
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When a SPGM was fitted to the HLM-unfavorable SPGM generating model, predicted 
trajectories were calculated using Equation (20). 
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When a HLM was fitted to the simple SPGM generating model, predicted 
trajectories were calculated following Bauer & Curran (2005): 
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Here titime  is the focal predictor and ir  is the moderator. When an HLM was fitted to 
the complex generating model, predicted trajectories were calculated as follows: 
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Here titime  is the focal predictor and ir  and ig  are moderators. When a HLM was fitted 
to the HLM-unfavorable generating model, predicted trajectories were calculated as 
follows:  
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Here titime is the focal predictor and ir , ig , and 
2
ir are moderators. 
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Bias in predicted trajectories was depicted graphically by overlaying the true 
conditional trajectories with the model-implied conditional trajectories averaged over 
replications. True conditional trajectories were calculated using Equations (18) or (19), 
using population parameter values. Mean squared error (MSE) was presented in tables. 
MSE for the simple condition was calculated as: 
        ( )500 7 2
1 1 1
1 1 1 ˆ( | , time; ) ( | , time; )
7 500
n
tis is s tis is true
s i time
E y r E y r
n = = =
× × × −∑∑ ∑ γ γ         (24) 
where s denotes sample (a.k.a. repetition), n denotes sample size, trueγ denotes a vector of 
generating SPGM parameter values, and ˆ sγ denotes a vector of estimated parameters for 
sample s. MSE for the complex and unfavorable conditions was calculated as: 
                   ( )500 7 2
1 1 1
1 1 1 ˆ( | , , time; ) ( | , , time; )
7 500
n
tis is is s tis is is true
s i time
E y r g E y r g
n = = =
× × × −∑∑ ∑ γ γ .    (25)  
MSE can be interpreted as a weighted combination of bias and sampling variability, so 
inflated MSE either corresponds with inefficient estimates, biased estimates, or both. A 
MSE of 0 corresponds to perfect recovery of the predicted relationship. The metric of the 
MSE is squared units of the dependent variable. Hence, as long as two models have 
dependent variables with the same variance, the magnitude of their MSEs can be directly 
compared. While MSE is most often used to make relative comparisons across models or 
estimators, the size of the MSE for a single model in isolation is to some extent 
meaningful as well. Taking / ( )MSE SD y  one can ascertain the number of standard 
deviation units by which empirical predicted trajectories deviate from true predicted 
trajectories. Of course, what fraction of a standard deviation unit off is considered 
substantively ‘small’ vs. a substantively ‘large’ is still a subjective decision.  
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               Additionally, because in practice a researcher will only have one sample, 
sample-specific predicted trajectories for a subset of models are provided. These allow 
visualization of tradeoffs between bias and variability at the individual sample level. 
Results 
First, results regarding convergence and improper solutions are presented by 
fitted model. Subsequently, bias and MSE results are presented by condition. This 
chapter concludes with an integrative summary, which obtains a different perspective on 
between-model MSE comparisons by placing them the context of each model’s 
standardized root MSE. 
 Convergence, proper solutions, and estimation issues. Table 7 shows that there 
were few convergence problems across condition for fitted SPGMs and Table 8 shows 
that there were few convergence problems across condition for fitted HLMs. For fitted 
HLM’s, Heywood cases were defined as samples in which random effect variances or 
time-specific variances were implausible (< 0), and/or samples in which residual 
correlations among growth coefficients were implausible ( > 1 or < -1). These cases 
decreased with sample size, consistent with Chen, Bollen, Paxton, Curran & Kirby 
(2001). For fitted SPGM’s, Heywood cases were defined as samples in which time-
specific variances were implausible (<0). No such cases were encountered. However, for 
fitted SPGM’s one or more fixed class-specific coefficients (particularly, multinomial 
coefficients) often needed to be fixed to estimate the model. Specifically, a multinomial 
coefficient was fixed when there was no variability in a predictor  (e.g. risk or allele) 
within a (typically small) class. Note that predictor endorsement was not sparse in the 
aggregate population, but rather the SPGM induced within-class predictor sparseness by 
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splitting the population into K classes.   
Holding constant the number of classes at the true K, fewer mulinomial 
coefficients needed to be fixed as N increased, and, most importantly, more multinomial 
coefficients needed to be fixed in the gene by risk interaction models, where there were 
small conditional probabilities of having the protective gene for members of the small 
chronic class. These small conditional probabilities implied sparseness for this predictor 
in the chronic class.  
Heywood cases were included in reported HLM results, and cases with a fixed 
multinomial coefficient were included in reported SPGM results. Regarding Heywood 
cases in HLMs, they likely occurred due to sampling variability; the variance of the 
random slope coefficient was on average close to zero in the simple and complex 
conditions. Although the inclusion of Heywood cases can introduce bias for certain 
parameter estimates (Chen et al., 2001), in this study there was a similar pattern of bias 
across cells which differed considerably in the number of Heywood cases. Hence, these 
cases were not thought to be driving the pattern of results, and so were retained. 
Regarding cases with a fixed multinomial coefficient, the same general pattern of results 
persisted across conditions with more vs. fewer fixed multinomial coefficient(s)—i.e. the 
simple vs. complex conditions. Furthermore, the process by which the fixed multinomial 
coefficients arose seems to be a realistic and perhaps unavoidable characteristic of 
developmental psychopathology data that is split into groups, including at least one small 
group for which predictor endorsement is extreme. See Sterba, Mathiowetz and Bauer 
(submitted) for further discussion of the consequences of SPGM-induced sparseness, and 
see Sterba, Prinstein & Cox (2007) for a real-world developmental psychopathology 
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application that encountered this problem. 
Literature reviewed in Chapter 1 suggested that the HLM would encounter 
estimation problems in the presence of higher-order nonlinear interaction terms (i.e. in 
the HLM-unfavorable condition). These estimation problems were expected to require 
pruning some such terms from the model. In reality, centering the independent variables 
and rescaling and recentering time allowed estimation of all higher order terms with 
relatively few improper solutions. In contrast, and unexpectedly, SPGM encountered 
relatively more estimation problems in the HLM-unfavorable data condition, in the form 
of fixed multinomial coefficients. This unexpected result means that the additional 
classes and additional growth coefficients needed to recover the nonlinearities and cross-
level interactions by the SPGM may result in greater estimation problems than the 
product and power terms needed for their recovery in the HLM. 
Simple balanced condition. For the simple generating model, bias results are 
depicted in Figure 5 (when the true SPGM was fitted) and in Figure 6 (when a HLM was 
fitted). The disparity between the dashed (true) and solid (average model-implied) 
trajectories indicates bias. The lowest predicted trajectory is for risks=0, and higher 
predicted trajectories are for risks=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively. Comparing these 
two plots, one apparent cost of misspecifying classes as continua is increased bias in the 
recovery of predicted trajectories for extreme values of the risk predictor. In contrast, 
both fitted models showed no bias in recovering predicted trajectories for moderate 
values of the risk predictor. Further, bias decreased with increasing N when the true 
model was fitted. But bias did not decrease with increasing N when the HLM was fitted, 
as would be expected. Table 9 depicts the raw and percent difference in MSE associated 
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with fitting a misspecified HLM versus fitting the true SPGM for the simple generating 
model. The misspecified model was hypothesized to always have larger MSE than the 
correctly-specified model—and the question of interest was when the loss in MSE 
associated with distributional misspecification was low or high. In contrast, at small 
sample sizes, the MSE of the misspecified HLM is actually smaller than the MSE of the 
correctly-specified SPGM in this simple condition. The advantage of HLM decreases 
with N, with HLM’s MSE being 14% better than SPGM’s at N=250, about the same at 
N=500, and 17% worse at N=1000.  
Because Figures 5-6 indicated that HLM’s predicted trajectories were slightly 
more biased than SPGM’s in this simple condition, the MSE advantage of HLM at small 
sample sizes must be driven by disparities in sampling variability.  To visualize these 
tradeoffs between sampling variability and bias, I compared model-implied trajectories 
of 20 randomly selected samples when SPGM was fitted (Figure 7) vs. when the 
misspecified HLM was fitted (Figure 8), at N=250 and N=1000. To improve plot clarity, 
sample-specific predicted trajectories (thin lines) and population predicted trajectories 
(thick line) were only plotted for a subset of risk values: risks=0, 2, 3, 5, and 7. At 
N=250, (where there happened to be no persons with 7 risks in the selected samples), the 
slight variability advantage of HLM is noticeable in its tighter clustering of sample-
specific predicted trajectories around population curves. At N=1000, variability for both 
models is reduced (slightly more so for HLM), yet bias is now noticeably worse for 
HLM than SPGM. Particularly, HLM is seen to underestimate both extreme trajectories.  
This illustration conveys how HLM’s relative bias disadvantage could finally trump its 
variability advantage at N=1000 to yield the obtained pattern of MSE results. 
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Complex balanced condition. For the complex generating condition, bias results 
are depicted in Figure 9 (when the true SPGM was fitted) and in Figure 10 (when a HLM 
was fitted). In contrast to the simple generating condition, for the complex generating 
condition the misspecified HLM and correctly-specified SPGM have similar amounts of 
bias at N=250. Whereas for SPGM this bias decreases to virtually zero by N=1000 (at 
least when gene=0), for HLM this bias again persists across N. Turning to the MSE 
results for the complex generating condition, in Table 9, once again the misspecified 
HLM has slightly lower MSE than SPGM at smaller sample sizes, counter to hypotheses. 
As was the case in the simple generating condition, in the complex generating condition 
the MSE advantage of HLM is lost when increases in N attenuate sampling variability. 
Then MSE becomes dominated by bias, favoring SPGM, and HLM’s MSE advantage 
reverses. HLM’s MSE was 4% better than SPGM’s at N=250, 8% worse at N=500, and 
27% worse at N=1000.  
Finally, because the simple balanced condition and complex balanced condition 
have outcomes on similar scales, the raw differences in MSE between fitted models are 
comparable across generating conditions. On this point, the raw differences in MSE 
between fitted models are similar across the simple and complex generating conditions, 
for a given N, though with SPGM faring a bit better in the complex condition. By-sample 
plots showed a similar pattern in the complex balanced conditions as was previously 
depicted for the simple balanced condition, and so are not shown. 
 HLM-Unfavorable unbalanced condition. For the HLM-unfavorable generating 
model, bias results are depicted in Figure 11 (when the true SPGM was fitted) and in 
Figure 12 (when an HLM was fitted). Surprisingly, although the nonlinear higher-order 
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interactions in this condition were designed to be unfavorable toward HLM, and 
particularly suited to SPGM, both HLM and SPGM showed bias in recovering high-risk 
and sometimes medium-risk predicted trajectories at all sample sizes (in contrast to 
Hypothesis 2a). As in previous conditions, this bias was least pronounced for moderate 
values of the predictors when gene=0. The pattern of MSE results in Table 9 for the 
HLM-Unfavorable condition was also counter to hypotheses, in that the misspecified 
HLM had approximately one third lower MSE than the correctly-specified SPGM, at all 
N.  In previous simple and complex conditions, SPGM had better MSE at the highest N 
because at that N the bias advantage of SPGM finally overwhelmed the efficiency 
advantage of HLM. Some exploratory post-hoc analyses were employed to discern why 
this pattern did not generalize to the HLM-unfavorable condition; these are discussed 
further below. 
Before turning to these exploratory post-hoc analyses, however, it is useful to 
first visualize the tradeoffs between sampling variability and bias for each fitted model at 
small vs. large N. To this end, I plotted the model-implied trajectories for 20 randomly 
selected samples when SPGM was fitted (Figure 13 and 14) vs. when the misspecified 
HLM was fitted (Figure 15 and 16) at N=250 and 1000. Sample-specific predicted 
trajectories (thin lines) and population predicted trajectories (thick line) were only plotted 
for a subset of risk values: risk=0, 2, 3, 5, and 7, both when the gene was turned off (=0) 
and on (=1). Particularly when the gene is turned on (=1), SPGM’s predicted trajectories 
appear more variable for the highest observed value of risk considered (which is 7 at 
N=1000 and 5 at N=250). Under these circumstances, HLM’s predicted trajectories 
appear more variable for 0 risks. Arguably, the latter variability in a low-risk, flat 
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predicted trajectory might be less consequential for clinical, substantive interpretation 
than variability in shape and tilt of a moderate to high-risk cubic trajectory. Finally, bias 
differences across fitted models at N=1000 are hard to discern, despite reductions in 
sampling variability; at times they even appear to favor HLM (e.g. moderate-risk 
trajectories when gene=0). 
 Exploratory post-hoc investigations showed that the bias in SPGM predicted 
trajectories that persisted at large N considerably hinged on the selection of starting 
values. Consequently, so did SPGM’s MSE disadvantage at large N. If for each sample at 
N=1000 I submitted the population generating parameters as initial starting values (while 
still using 200 sets of random starting values perturbed from this initial set, and still 
completing 20 final stage optimizations), I could reverse the MSE ranking of SPGM and 
HLM for the HLM-unfavorable generating model. That is, SPGM’s MSE would be 
.21281, and which is then 4% smaller than HLM’s. Further, I could eliminate the 
persistent bias at N=1000 in most of the predicted trajectories the same way, as shown in 
Figure 13. Providing population-generating parameters as starting values likely 
decreased the incidence of local solutions in this highly-parameterized, statistically 
complex SPGM model (Hipp & Bauer, 2006), which is the likely reason for documented 
improvements in bias. Consistent with this speculation, Hipp and Bauer (2006) found 
that 6-class models, such as that considered in the HLM-unfavorable condition, were 
more likely to encounter local solutions than fewer-class models. That is, they found the 
number of local solutions monotonically increased with the number of classes.  
Several points are worth mentioning at this juncture. First, in practice researchers 
would of course not have the luxury of being able to supply population generating 
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starting values, and would have to rely solely on random starting values, as I did 
originally. Second, this study used twenty times more sets of random starting values than 
the Mplus software-default.10 This study also used two to four times as many sets as 
minimum prior methodological recommendations, but the latter did not target models as 
complex as those used here (Hipp & Bauer, 2006). Selected checks in which the number 
of initial sets was increased from 200 to 300 starting values did not appear to markedly 
improve parameter recovery. Yet, a systematic re-run of the entire simulation with 
increasing numbers of random starting values (e.g. 300, 500, 1000, 5000)  was not 
undertaken. For this reason, the MSE and bias results for SPGM in this condition should 
be seen to reflect estimation conditions most typically employed to date in practice, 
rather than idealized conditions that might be invoked by massively large numbers of 
starting values. Finally, the number of random starts converging to the solution with the 
highest log-likelihood was not recorded for each sample because Hipp and Bauer (2006) 
found that a replicable highest log-likelihood solution was not necessarily a global 
solution. However, further exploration could have sought to determine whether including 
only replicable optimal solutions leads to a MSE advantage for SPGM—without having 
to rely on population generating starting values. 
Thus far, I have described post-hoc investigations of SPGM’s performance in the 
HLM-unfavorable condition that focused on the effects of starting values. Several other 
potential explanations were also considered, but ultimately ruled out. For example, 
                                                 
10 Some other SPGM software programs, such as SAS Proc Traj (Jones, Nagin & Roeder, 
2001) do not automatically vary random starting values at all. 
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perhaps the sample sizes in the HLM-unfavorable condition were all just too small to 
meaningfully reduce SPGM’s bias. That is, could persistent bias in predicted trajectories 
be ameliorated simply by further increasing N, while leaving the starting value 
specification as-is in selected samples? Ball-park recovery of SPGM’s multinomial and 
trajectory coefficients (e.g. parameter estimate within 10-20% margin of true parameter) 
was not ensured by simply increasing N to 50,000 or 100,000 and using random starting 
values (200 initial, 20 final). So if these checks were repeated in all samples, is unlikely 
that bias in SPGM’s model-implied trajectories would be eliminated.  
Another possibly-relevant observation was that there were considerably more 
fixed multinomial coefficients for fitted SPGMs in the HLM-unfavorable condition than 
in previously reported conditions. When multinomial coefficients are fixed at a value far 
from the generating parameter, inaccurate recovery of these parameters may result, 
which in turn may have lead to systematically biased predicted trajectories, and thus the 
unexpected MSE pattern in this condition. However, for the following reason the fixing 
of one or more multinomial coefficients seems not, on its own, to be driving to the 
unexpected pattern of MSE results in this condition—though it may be a byproduct. Pilot 
versions of the complex balanced condition initially used more extreme multinomial 
coefficient parameters in the population than did the final complex balanced condition. 
The pilot version led to 498/500 samples with at least one fixed multinomial at N=250, 
496/500 at N=500, and 495/500 at N=1000. Those incidences of fixed multinomial 
coefficient(s) exceed the rates found the HLM-unfavorable condition at N=1000 by over 
three times. Yet still SPGM had better MSE than HLM at N=1000 in the pilot complex 
balanced condition.  Hence, the incidence of local solutions is the more likely culprit for 
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the pattern of unexpected MSE results for the HLM-unfavorable condition at N=1000 
than these other competing explanations. 
Integrative summary. Overall, these Chapter 2 MSE results suggest that there are 
advantages, or at worst small disadvantages, in predictive relationship recovery when 
individual differences are erroneously assumed continuous. Advantages were most likely 
at smaller N, whereas disadvantages were often seen at larger N. A potential explanation 
for the advantage (i.e. lower MSE) of HLM at smaller N stems from the fact that only 
generating SPGMs were fitted in this chapter. Perhaps in particular sample(s) at smaller 
Ns fewer classes than the true K would have been better fitting. When fitting SPGMs, 
instead of calculating MSE using the generating K, MSE could have been calculated 
from the best-fitting K, even if the best-fitting K differed sample-by sample. Perhaps 
using the sample-specific best-fitting K would have led to lower MSE for SPGM than 
HLM. However, it is certainly odd to go about improving fit by knowingly misspecifying 
the model. Additionally, this strategy of not holding K constant would have complicated 
across-sample size comparisons for fitted SPGMs; K and N can have opposite effects on 
sampling variability. 
Furthermore, although SPGM was the generating model, SPGM’s predicted 
trajectories were, somewhat unconventionally, sometimes still biased at N=1000. 
SPGM’s persistent large-sample bias occurred in the presence of larger numbers of 
classes, predictors, timepoints, and nonlinearities. This combination of model 
characteristics is externally valid in that it is typical of “non-monotonic” SPGM 
applications like Bushway et al. (2003). Yet this combination of model characteristics 
coacted in multiplicative ways to result in persistent large-sample bias. For example, 
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more classes were required to recover marked nonlinear trends across many timepoints. 
But more classes then increased the probability of local solutions, risking bias. 
Additionally, many classes combined with many predictors together heightened the risk 
of estimation issues in the form of fixed multinomial coefficients for small base rate 
classes. Overall, fewer estimation issues were encountered when HLMs were instead 
used to model nonlinear higher-order interactions, which should be regarded as an 
advantage for HLM. 
When present, bias in SPGM’s (and HLM’s) predicted trajectories occurred at 
extreme values of the predictor ranges. This fact is meaningful because the calculation of 
MSE involves summing squared differences between empirical and true expected values. 
Therefore, on the one hand, such outlying cases with extreme values of risk and 
inaccurate empirical expected values could have large influence on the MSE statistic. On 
the other hand, there are few extreme scorers in a given dataset, so misestimation in the 
extremities is less costly for MSE. In any case, any disproportionate emphasis of MSE on 
such influential cases is not necessarily a bad thing since substantive interest often 
centers on recovering predicted relationships for extreme scorers (as also discussed in the 
next chapter).  
As noted previously, Table 9 indicated that there could sometimes be large 
relative percentage differences between fitted models’ MSEs. Still, in an absolute sense 
each model on average recovered predicted relationships quite well, as shown in Table 
10. For example, the simple condition averaged ( / ( ))MSE SD y  = .071 standard 
deviation units inaccuracy in recovering predicted relationships for fitted SPGMs at 
N=250, compared to .065 SDs inaccuracy for fitted HLMs. In the complex condition at 
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N=250, fitted SPGM averaged .092 SDs inaccuracy whereas fitted HLM averaged .094 
SDs inaccuracy. In the HLM-unfavorable condition, at N=250, fitted SPGMs averaged 
.153 SDs inaccuracy, whereas fitted HLMs averaged .125 inaccuracy. These results 
might lead one to think that since the inaccuracy in recovering predicted relationships is 
so small for either model, in an absolute sense, relative differences are therefore 
substantively unimportant and either model is acceptable.  
I would caution, however, that large relative percentage differences in on-average 
accurate prediction can still translate into substantively different conclusions within a 
single sample. To illustrate this point, row 1 of Figure 18 superimposes the SPGM-fitted 
trajectories (grey) on the HLM-fitted trajectories (black) for a single N=1000 sample 
from the HLM-unfavorable condition. Row 2 of Figure 18 does the same for a second 
single sample. Row 3 of Figure 18 does the same for a third single sample. None of these 
three samples had fixed multinomial coefficients when SPGM was fitted. All three 
samples were taken from the set of 20 samples’ plots depicted in Figures 14 and 16. The 
three rows of Figure 18 show that, at least in certain samples, clinicians could still make 
different interpretations about predictive relationship recovery depending on fitted 
model—despite on average accurate recovery for either fitted model. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RECOVERING PREDICTED RELATIONSHIPS WITH 
CONTINUOUS INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 
 
The goal of the present chapter is to consider the consequences for predictor 
recovery of fitting a SPGM when data were in fact obtained from a HLM. Hence, in this 
chapter, individual variability is continuous in the population, and person-level variables 
predict growth coefficients directly.  Both SPGM and HLM are fit to each generating 
HLM, and predicted trajectories are computed from both fitted models and compared. 
Like in Chapter 2, the simulation in Chapter 3 has 18 cells. There are again three types of 
population generating models (two of which entail balanced data conditions—labeled a 
simple HLM and a complex HLM—and one that entails unbalanced data conditions—
labeled a SPGM-unfavorable HLM). There are three sample sizes (N=250, 500, 1000), 
and two different fitted models per type of data generation model (a SPGM and the data-
generating HLM).  
In Chapter 3, I assess the loss in predictive relationship recovery when the fitted 
individual difference distribution is a misspecified (SPGM) versus a properly-specified 
(HLM) under balanced conditions that are conducive to both HLM and SPGM (a.k.a., the 
simple and complex generating models), and under unbalanced conditions that are 
particularly unfavorable to the misspecified model (a.k.a. the SPGM-unfavorable 
generating model).  The magnitude of this loss is compared across simple versus 
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complex generating models, because they have comparable marginal variances of the 
repeated measures (and thus comparable scales for mean squared error), unlike the 
SPGM-unfavorable generating model. In general, Hypotheses 1 (that the type of 
predictor relationship will be more consequential for its recovery than will the 
misspecification of individual differences) is addressed in Chapter 3. Also addressed in 
this chapter is Hypothesis 2b (that the SPGM-unfavorable condition will result not only 
in efficiency loss, but also in spurious nonlinearity—and thus bias). 
Remaining sections of Chapter 3 present the population models, data generation 
procedure, fitted models, data analysis procedures, and results. In these sections, 
particular emphasis is placed on the close relationships between the fitted models in 
Chapter 2 and generating models in Chapter 3, which sets the stage for the comparisons 
in Chapter 4. 
Population models 
Recall that the ‘balance’ or ‘reversibility’ aspect of the simple and complex data 
conditions required that the best fitting HLM from Chapter 2 (when individual 
differences were discrete) would become the generating model here in Chapter 3 (where  
individual differences are continuous). The reversibility aspect of the simple and 
complex conditions also requires the same SPGMs and HLMs to be fitted in Chapters 2 
and 3. These requirements maximize the comparability of predictive relationship 
recovery between fitted models, controlling for generating model. In this light, the simple 
HLM generating model is shown in Equation (15). Population-generating parameters are 
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the (across-samples average) of the fitted HLM models11  for the simple SPGM condition 
in Chapter 2. These population-generating parameters are listed in Table 11. As in 
Chapter 2, ri ~ BIN (8,.36).  
The complex HLM generating model is shown in Equation (16). Its population-
generating parameters are the (across-samples average) of the fitted HLM model for the 
complex SPGM condition in Chapter 2. These population-generating parameters are 
listed in Table 12. As in Chapter 2, gi~BIN(1,.25) and ri ~ BIN (8,.36). 
               The SPGM-unfavorable generating model is shown in Equation (26). 
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where 2~ (0, )ti Nε σ and ~ (0, )i Nu Τ . Predictors were distributed as ~ (0,1)ia N , 
~ (3)ib χ ,  ~ (1,.25)ic BIN , ~ (3,.30)id BIN , which encompass the variety of predictor 
distributions typically used in SPGM applications. Population parameters for the SPGM-
unfavorable generating model are listed in Table 13.  The means and variances of the 
growth coefficients were based on an antisocial behavior application (Curran, 1997), but 
were subsequently rescaled following Bauer (2009) to make the marginal variance of the 
dependent variable the same in the SPGM-unfavorable condition as it was in the HLM-
unfavorable condition. The regression coefficients for person-level predictors and the 
                                                 
11 The across-samples averages of fitted HLM estimates from Chapter 2 were used as 
proxies for directly solving for the population parameters in a HLM that would be 
implied by a SPGM; the latter solutions would not be straightforward to obtain. 
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covariances among growth coefficients were chosen to reflect a combination of the 
conditions theorized to be suboptimal for SPGM. That is, the marginal or total 
correlations among the random effects were 
1     
.26 1
.56 .30 1
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥− −⎣ ⎦
, but the predictors had 
signs that did not follow directly from these marginal correlations. Specifically, despite 
the positive marginal correlation between intercept and linear slope, one predictor (a) had 
a positive effect on the intercept and a negative effect on linear slope, another predictor 
(c) had a 0 effect on the intercept and positive effect on linear slope, and a third predictor 
(d) had a negative effect on the intercept and a 0 effect on linear slope. Additionally, 
despite the negative marginal correlations between intercept and quadratic slope and 
between linear and quadratic slopes, predictor c had the same effects on intercept and 
quadratic slope (i.e., 0), and predictor d had the same effects on linear and quadratic 
slopes (i.e., 0). Together, predictors a, b, c, and d explained 32% of the variability in the 
intercept coefficient, 76% of the variability in the linear coefficient, and 0% of the 
variability in the quadratic coefficient. 
Data generation 
 All data were generated in SAS 9.2, and all models were fit in Mplus 5.2 using 
maximum likelihood estimation. The same starting value specifications from Chapter 2 
were used for SPGMs in Chapter 3. 500 repeated samples were generated for each 
population model × sample size combination. Two or three (depending on the model) 
uncorrelated, standard-normal distributed u’s were generated for each person in the 
sample. These u’s were multiplied by the Cholesky root of the covariance matrix of the 
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random effects, following Kaiser & Dickman (1962), in order to impart the desired 
covariance structure onto the random effects. To compute the vector of individual growth 
coefficients, these random effects were added together with (a) the product of the 
predictors and their regression coefficients and (b) the growth coefficient means. To 
compute the vector of seven repeated measures, the vector of latent growth coefficients 
was multiplied by a design matrix containing time scores and added to a vector of 
standard-normally distributed residuals. This means that all of the generating models for 
Chapter 3 produce conditionally normal repeated measures with time-homogeneous error 
variance. The linear coefficient time scores for all three types of generating models in 
Chapter 3 matched the linear coefficient time scores for the simple and complex models 
in Chapter 2. 
Fitted models 
  For 500 repeated samples from each generating model × sample size 
combination, two different models were fit: (a) the generating HLM (i.e. no model error), 
and (b) a SPGM model (i.e. model error). The SPGM model fit to the simple HLM 
generating model was Equation (12). The SPGM model fit to the complex HLM 
generating model was Equation (13). The SPGM model fit to the SPGM-unfavorable 
generating model was Equation (27):   
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(27) 
Data analysis 
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When a HLM was fitted to the simple HLM generating model, predicted 
trajectories were calculated using Equation (21). When a HLM was fitted to the complex 
HLM generating model, predicted trajectories were calculated using Equation (22). And 
when a HLM was fitted to the SPGM-unfavorable HLM generating model, predicted 
trajectories were calculated using Equation (28): 
2
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 However, when a SPGM was fitted, values of information criteria and model fit indices 
were first recorded for alternative numbers of classes per sample. The number of classes 
preferred in the greatest proportion of repeated samples per cell was then chosen as best 
fitting and subsequently used in MSE calculations. The Bayesian Information Criteria 
(BIC) was primarily used for this purpose for two reasons. First, as discussed in Chapter 
1,  it is consistent for the true mixing distribution (Leroux, 1992; Roeder & Wasserman, 
1992), and, second, it is the predominant selection method of choice in empirical SPGM 
applications (e.g. Blokland, Nagin & Nieuwbeerta, 2005; Brook, Pahl, & Ning, 2006; 
Falck, Wang, & Carlson, 2007; Land, McCall & Nagin, 1996; Marti, 2008; Nagin, 1999). 
The use of BIC in these simulations thus provides the closest match with what would be 
done in applied practice.  
 An alternative strategy to using the K that fit best in the greatest proportion of 
samples per cell would have been to use the K that fit best in each particular sample per 
cell. Under this alternative strategy, K could differ across samples within cell.  This 
alternative strategy might be more similar to what is done in practice. However, it would 
prevent clean MSE comparisons across sample size within cell because N and K can have 
opposite effects on sampling variability within cell. 
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When a SPGM was fitted, predicted trajectories were calculated at the best-fitting 
number of classes using Equation (18) for the simple HLM generating model, using 
Equation (19) for the complex HLM generating model, and using Equation (29)  for the 
SPGM-unfavorable HLM generating model. 
            ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 200 10 20
1
ˆ ˆ ˆˆ( | , , , ) , , , +  +
K
k k k k
ti i i i i i i i i i ti ti
k
E y a b c d a b c d time timeπ γ γ γ
=
⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦∑              (29) 
              Bias in predicted trajectories was again depicted graphically, by overlaying the 
true conditional trajectories on top of the model-implied conditional trajectories averaged 
over samples. True conditional trajectories were calculated using Equations (21), (22), or 
(28) with population parameter values from Tables 10,11, or 12. MSE is presented in 
tables. MSE formulas are the same as described in Chapter 2, with the exception that 
trueγ now denotes a vector of generating HLM parameter values. To avoid overreliance 
on BIC, I also examined bias plots and mean squared error at other numbers of classes 
than the BIC-identified best-fitting number. Finally, because MSE levels are expected to 
be driven largely by sampling variability of estimates at larger numbers of classes, I 
supplemented the tabled values of MSE with plots of sample-specific predicted 
trajectories for a random subset of replications. 
Results 
Information on convergence and improper solutions is presented first, by fitted 
model. Next, bias and MSE results are presented by condition.  An integrative summary 
follows, which obtains a different perspective on between-model MSE comparisons by 
placing them the context of each model’s standardized root MSE. 
Convergence, proper solutions, and estimation issues. Virtually all fitted HLMs 
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and fitted SPGMs converged, as in Chapter 2.  Table 14 shows that Heywood cases for 
fitted HLMs appeared in Chapter 3 with similar frequency to Chapter 2, and were 
retained in analyses for the same reasons discussed in Chapter 2.  Table 15 shows that no 
Heywood cases for fitted SPGMS were documented in Chapter 3, as in Chapter 2. 
Additionally, Table 15 provides further insight into the occurrence of fixed multinomial 
coefficients for SPGMs, beyond that provided by Chapter 2. Because K was varied in 
Chapter 3, we can now see that there are systematic increases in the incidence of fixed 
coefficients with increasing numbers of classes, controlling for N and for condition. 
Although not shown in Table 15, if few classes were fit in the SPGM unfavorable 
condition (e.g. 3), few fixed multinomial coefficients would have been needed (1/500 or 
2/500 at each sample size), like in the simple condition. Potential reasons why the 
complex condition encountered relatively more fixed multinomials than other conditions 
at a given K were discussed in Chapter 2.  
Finally, it worth highlighting that the best-BIC number of classes (in bold) 
sometimes occurred in the presence of large proportions of samples with fixed 
multinomials, but other times occurred in the presence of small proportions of samples 
with fixed multinomials. Hence, it seems safe to say that BIC was not selectively 
preferring models that lacked fixed multinomials.  Samples with fixed multinomials were 
retained in analyses for the same reasons discussed in Chapter 2. 
Simple balanced condition. For the simple generating model, bias results are 
depicted in Figure 19 (when the true HLM was fitted) and in Figure 20 (when the best-
BIC SPGM was fitted). The disparity between the dashed (true) and solid (average 
model-implied) trajectories indicates bias. The lowest predicted trajectory is for risks=0, 
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and higher predicted trajectories are for risks=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8, respectively.  For 
N=250, the 4-class model most frequently had the best BIC (62% of samples). For 
N=500, the 4-class model most frequently had the best BIC (85% of samples). For 
N=1000, the 5-class model most frequently had the best BIC (59% of samples). Figure 
20 suggests that misspecifying continua as classes introduces some bias in the recovery 
of predicted trajectories for high, medium, and low values of predictors—though least so 
at medium values. The trivial amount of bias for HLM predicted trajectories at extreme 
values of predictors and small N  in Figure 19 was almost nonexistent at larger N. Table 
16 depicts the raw and percent difference in MSE associated with fitting a misspecified 
SPGM versus fitting the true HLM for the simple generating model. As hypothesized, 
HLM’s MSE was smaller than SPGM’s MSE at all N’s.  Moreover, HLM’s MSE 
advantage increased with N, as decreases in sampling variability made the bias 
contribution to MSE proportionally higher. Consequently HLM’s relative performance 
improved: the best-BIC SPGM’s MSE was 31% bigger than HLM’s at N=250, 46% 
bigger at N=500 and 96% bigger at N=1000.  
Plots of model-implied trajectories for randomly selected samples can provide 
further insight into how the bias vs. efficiency differences between HLM and SPGM 
manifest under simple generating conditions, when continua truly exist. Twenty sample-
specific predicted trajectories for a subset of risk values (risks=0, 2, 3, 5, and 7) and for 
N= 250 and 1000 are shown in Figure 21, for fitted HLM, and in Figure 22, for fitted 
SPGM. SPGM’s predicted trajectories appear more variable than HLM’s for the highest 
and lowest observed value of risk considered (which is 0 and 5 at N=250 and 0 and 7 at 
N=1000). Additionally, moving from N=250 to 1000, proportionate reduction in 
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sampling variability for both fitted models rendered bias disadvantages of SPGM more 
apparent. SPGM systematically overestimated curvature at low risks and underestimated 
curvature at higher risks. Hence, the pattern of MSE results likely reflects the fact as N 
increased and sampling variability decreased, bias differences remained, which 
increasingly favored HLM.  
Complex balanced condition. For the complex generating model, bias results are 
depicted in Figure 23 (when the true HLM was fitted) and in Figure 24 (when the best-
BIC SPGM was fitted). The best-BIC for N=250 was 3 classes (preferred in 66% of 
samples). The best-BIC for N=500 was 4-classes (preferred in 83% of samples). The 
best-BIC for N=1000 was 4-classes (preferred in 75% of samples). In Figure 23, HLM 
bias is apparent only for the smallest N and the highest number of risks (i.e., 8). In Figure 
24, SPGM bias is apparent when the gene was turned off (=0) or on (=1) for some low 
and medium risks, but particularly for high risks. Specifically, SPGM predicted 
trajectories are overly-flat when the gene is turned off, but overly-curved when the gene 
is turned on. At every N, the best-BIC SPGM has noticeably more bias than the HLM, 
and Table 16 shows that the best-BIC SPGM has worse MSE at every N as well.  
Finally, because the simple balanced condition and complex balanced condition 
have outcomes on similar scales, I can again compare the raw differences in MSE 
between fitted models, across generating conditions. If this is done by simply comparing 
the “raw differences” column of Table 16 across condition within N for the best-BIC 
number of classes, one would conclude that moving from simple to complex conditions 
has inconsistent effects on HLM’s MSE advantage over SPGM. However, the best-BIC 
number of classes varied across condition within N. If for a given number of classes, raw 
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MSE differences are compared across condition within N, HLM’s MSE advantage is 
shown to be consistently greater in the complex condition than the simple condition—
typically by 50% or more. 
SPGM-Unfavorable unbalanced condition. Recall that the SPGM-unfavorable 
generating model included several main effects as well as three two-way linear 
interactions: a× time, b× time, and c× time.  There is thus no one highest-order interaction 
that involves all lower order terms and that can be depicted on a single plot, as in prior 
conditions. For this reason, separate plots are used to depict predicted trajectories for 
each two-way linear interaction, at alternative values of a particular focal predictor—
while holding all non-focal predictors at their means.  For the a× time interaction, bias 
results are depicted in the Figure 25 plots when the true HLM was fitted (left panels) and 
when the best-BIC class was fitted (right panels), at the mean of a, and ±  1 standard 
deviation. For the b*time interaction, bias results are depicted in Figure 26 plots when 
the true HLM was fitted (left panels) and when the best-BIC class was fitted (right 
panels), at the mean of b, and  ± 1 standard deviation. Finally, for the c× time interaction, 
bias results are depicted in the Figure 27 plots when the true HLM was fitted (left panels) 
and when the best-BIC class was fitted (right panels), for c=0 and c=1. In the SPGM-
unfavorable generating condition, the choice of best-BIC number of classes was not 
straightforward. Nearly 100% of samples at every N preferred increasing the number of 
classes, through 9 classes. Due to excessive estimation problems encountered for 10 
classes, 9 classes were chosen. Still, 9 classes would certainly not lend themselves to 
parsimonious direct interpretations in practice. Plots are shown here for 9-class SPGM 
estimates, but a similar pattern of findings was obtained in plots for 3-class SPGM 
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estimates (not shown). Specifically, no bias was found in predicted trajectories at any N 
when the true HLM was fitted. Spurious nonlinearity was found in predicted trajectories 
at every N when the 9-class SPGM was fitted, in line with Hypothesis 2b. This spurious 
nonlinearity was most noticeable for the b× time interaction and least noticeable for the c
× time interaction. This finding means that the design manipulation used in this 
generating model (i.e., predictors of opposite sign than the marginal random effect 
correlations) effectively served to induce conditions specifically unfavorable to SPGM, 
as hypothesized. 
The pattern of MSE results in Table 16 for the SPGM-Unfavorable condition was 
in line with hypotheses. MSEs for 9-class SPGMs were 9.4-16.8 times larger than MSEs 
for HLMs. Given that in practice researchers would likely extract fewer than 9 classes on 
ease-of-interpretability (if not model fit) grounds, note that that MSEs for SPGMs with 
fewer numbers of classes tend to be even higher than for 9-classes (see Table 16).  
Additionally, it is useful to visualize how tradeoffs between sampling variability 
and bias manifest in this SPGM-unfavorable condition, across fitted models and N.  To 
this end, 20 samples’ predicted trajectories for the b× time interaction are displayed for 
N=250 and N=1000 and fitted HLM in Figure 28, and comparable plots for 9-class fitted 
SPGM are shown in Figure 29. At N=250, both bias and variability differences between 
the correctly-specified HLM and misspecified SPGM are apparent. A researcher would 
tend to conclude that the predicted trajectories from a misspecified SPGM at +1 SD and  
-1 SD are less separated than they really are. Thus the researcher might erroneously place 
less substantive importance on the interaction. Moreover, the amount of the 
underestimated separation varies considerably from sample to sample. At N=1000, the 
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bias differences between correctly-specified HLM and misspecified SPGM are most 
apparent; such bias might lead a researcher to conclude that there is actually a b 2 time×
when there is really only a b× time interaction. 
Integrative summary. Regardless of the number of predictors in the generating 
model (i.e. regardless of whether the generating conditions were simple, complex, or 
unfavorable), fitting SPGM to continuous individual differences resulted in biased 
predicted trajectories. Sometimes this bias led to finding excessive nonlinearity, and 
other times this bias led to underestimating nonlinearity of predicted trajectories. This 
bias was more pronounced for more complex models. This bias was also concentrated at 
extremes of predictor ranges. In fact, if one is exclusively interested in recovering 
predicted trajectories for persons with moderate values of the predictors (e.g. risks=2 or 
3), there is little chance that misspecifying the distribution of individual differences in 
any respect would meaningfully change one’s substantive interpretations. Fitting HLM’s 
when individual differences were continuous consistency led to smaller MSE than SPGM 
and to little or no bias.  
Regarding the SPGM-unfavorable condition in particular, more bias would likely 
have been noticeable if each bilinear interaction, a× time, b time, and c time, was 
instead plotted at more extreme values of the other non-focal predictors (e.g. + 1 SD or – 
1 SD, rather than the mean). This speculation is consistent with results from prior 
conditions in Chapters 2 and 3 in which fitted SPGM and HLM predicted trajectories 
were most discrepant from each other at extreme predictor values. However, in the case 
of the SPGM-unfavorable condition, the number of plots could have quickly grown out 
of hand if several vales of each non-focal predictor were considered for each bilinear 
× ×
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interaction. 
Table 16 indicated that there could sometimes be strikingly large percentage 
differences between fitted models’ MSEs, such as in the SPGM-unfavorable condition. 
To try to provide an interpretable absolute metric for these relative comparisons, 
consider, on average, how well each model recovered predicted relationships, in Table 
17. The simple condition averaged ( / ( ))MSE SD y  = .078 standard deviations 
inaccuracy in recovering predicted relationships for fitted SPGMs at N=250, compared 
to .068 SD inaccuracy for fitted HLMs. In the complex condition at N=250, fitted SPGM 
averaged .101 SD inaccuracy whereas fitted HLM averaged .094 SD inaccuracy. In the 
SPGM-unfavorable condition, at N=250, fitted SPGMs averaged .168 SD inaccuracy, 
whereas fitted HLMs averaged .055 SD inaccuracy. Within condition, there is a larger 
accuracy gap, in SD units, between fitted models at N=1000 than 250. But at N=1000, 
there is also less inaccuracy in SD units for each model, in isolation.  Table 17 implies 
that SPGM’s predicted trajectories are most accurate for the simple condition and least 
accurate for the SPGM-unfavorable condition, whereas HLM’s predicted trajectories are 
most accurate for the SPGM-unfavorable condition and least accurate for the complex 
condition. Regarding the SPGM-unfavorable condition in particular, I submit that in 
substantive applications an on-average loss in predicted accuracy of .05 SD (using HLM) 
might not be considered meaningful. But an on-average loss of one fifth or one sixth of a 
SD in predicted accuracy (using SPGM) might likely be considered meaningful.  
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CHAPTER 4 
DISCUSSION  
 
This dissertation research was motivated by a literature review of four widely 
held perspectives for choosing between SPGM and HLM developmental models. This 
literature review found each perspective lacking in certain respects. A fifth perspective 
was suggested:  “choose the model which best recovers explanatory relationships 
between predictors and individual trajectories when the individual difference distribution 
is misspecified.” This perspective had previously been evaluated using definitions of 
predictive relationship recovery and model specifications that gave undue advantage to 
one model over the other. This dissertation overcame these limitations by using a more 
neutral definition of predictive relationship recovery and by counterbalancing whether 
SPGM or HLM was the generating model, whether SPGM or HLM was the fitted model, 
and whether data conditions were conducive to both models (i.e. balanced) or 
unfavorable to one model in particular (i.e. unbalanced). 
 Evaluation of hypotheses. I found mixed support for the first two stated 
hypotheses. Recall that Hypothesis 1 stated that the type of predictor relationship should 
be more consequential for its recovery than the misspecification of individual 
differences. Hypothesis 1 was supported in that, in the presence of misspecified 
individual differences, complex generating conditions resulted in more bias than simple 
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generating conditions. This point held whether the true model was a SPGM or an HLM. 
Recall that Hypothesis 2a stated that that the HLM-unfavorable condition should result in 
MSE gains for HLM over SPGM primarily due to efficiency loss. Hypothesis 2a was not 
supported since the HLM-unfavorable generating model (nonlinear higher order 
interactions) resulted in some bias for fitted HLM, despite the fact that all relevant 
product and power terms were estimable. Recall that Hypothesis 2b stated that the 
SPGM-unfavorable condition should result not only in efficiency loss, but also in 
spurious nonlinearity—and thus bias. Hypothesis 2b was supported since the SPGM-
unfavorable conditions induced both increased bias (due to spurious nonlinearity) and 
increased variability when SPGM vs. HLM was fit.  
Evaluation of the main Hypothesis 3 (that misspecifying classes as continua 
should result in smaller increases in MSE than misspecifying continua as classes) 
requires drawing on results from both Chapters 2 and 3. For this reason, its evaluation 
was deferred until this final chapter.  As alluded to earlier, testing Hypothesis 3 requires 
the measures of predictive relationship recovery (e.g. bias and mean squared error of 
predicted trajectories) to be on a comparable scale across true distributions of individual 
differences (i.e. Chapter 2 vs. 3), within a given type of generating model (i.e. simple, 
complex). To fulfill this requirement, the marginal standard deviation of the outcome 
needs to be on a comparable scale across true distributions of individual differences, 
within a given type of generating model. No special procedures were needed to fulfill 
this requirement in the simple and complex balanced conditions. Marginal standard 
deviations of the outcome were automatically similar due to the fact that the fitted 
models in Chapter 2 were the generating models in Chapter 3.   
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Hypothesis 3 was supported in that, within generating condition, there were 
worse consequences in terms of MSE if one extracts classes when there really are 
continua than if one assumes continua when there really are classes (i.e., Table 16, 
second column from right vs. Table 9, second column from right).12 For example, for 
N=1000 the increment in MSE was approximately five times larger when erroneously 
extracting classes than when erroneously assuming continua, in the simple generating 
condition, and approximately nine times larger in the complex generating condition. 
However, at smaller sample sizes in the simple and complex generating conditions, as 
well as at all sample sizes in the unfavorable/robustness generating conditions, this 
calculation was not necessary or useful because the difference between misspecified and 
properly specified models’ MSE was always  negative when individual differences were 
discrete and was always positive when individual differences were continuous. This 
unexpected result means that at smaller sample sizes fitting a misspecified HLM often 
actually yields a better MSE than fitting a correctly-specified SPGM, while fitting a 
misspecified SPGM yields a worse MSE than fitting a correctly-specified HLM. Perhaps 
this could be taken to mean that SPGM should be considered a larger-sample model, 
compared to HLM. 
The lesser MSE detriment for misspecifying continua vs. misspecifying classes 
was hypothesized to be driven by much lower efficiency of the SPGMs compared to the 
                                                 
12 Technically speaking, this result also held across unfavorable generating conditions 
(where the marginal SD of y was approximately 6.43). However, this result is not dwelt 
on here because of uncertainty regarding whether the SPGM-unfavorable condition is 
indeed as unfavorable to SPGM as the HLM-unfavorable condition was to HLM. 
Because of the balanced nature of the simple and complex conditions, this ambiguity was 
avoided. More discussion of this point is deferred until a later section. 
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HLMs. However, results showed that additionally bias increments were larger when 
spurious classes were extracted than when continua were erroneously assumed. For 
example, the difference between Figures 23 and 24 is more pronounced than the 
difference between Figures 9 and 10. 
The remainder of the discussion proceeds as follows. First, I discuss two 
unexpected, but important, results. Subsequently, I provide an overview of study 
limitations. I then conclude with a section summarizing this study’s implications and 
recommendations for practice. 
Interpretability of the HLM-unfavorable condition. The HLM-unfavorable 
generating model was not expected to be unfavorable to both SPGM and HLM. This 
result raises the question: “should the HLM-unfavorable design condition be thought of 
as failing or inappropriate because it proved unfavorable to both SPGM and HLM?” 
There may indeed be other circumstances that would suitably favor SPGM against HLM, 
at least in terms of bias. However, the chosen circumstance should not be dismissed 
because the presumed superiority of SPGM-type models for recovering nonlinear, high-
order or class-varying relationships has almost been taken as fact in the literature. For 
example, Muthén (1998) uses this point to motivate the use of classification-type growth 
models:  
“the conventional growth model…assumes that the w covariates have the same 
influence on the growth factors for all trajectories…using the example of the two 
types of good reading development versus the two types of poor reading 
development, this assumption of a homogenous population may not be realistic. 
For example, the variation in reading development among poor readers may be 
influenced more by the school environment, whereas the variation in reading 
development for good readers may be influenced more by the home environment, 
or vice versa. …Although the conventional growth model captures individual 
differences in trajectories, it is not always realistic to assume that a single-
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population model can account for all types of individual differences” (p. 295). 
 
Additionally, while reflecting on their finding that some predictors distinguished between 
two particular high trajectory classes, Nagin and Tremblay (2005c) explain that  
“Using standard growth curve modeling methods, it would have been very 
difficult to identify this important difference in variables that distinguished 
among trajectories of childhood physical aggression. Identification of such 
differences is far easier with a methodology that clusters individuals with similar 
developmental trajectories” (p. 111). 
 
Bergman and Magnusson (1997, p. 307) and Bergman and Trost (2006, p. 613) make 
related points. 
 Hence, although the HLM-unfavorable condition did not perform as intended, it 
nevertheless provides an underappreciated insight. This condition demonstrated that it 
can be as (or nearly as) easy to recover relationships among person-level predictors with 
a methodology that does not cluster individuals—even if clusters and cluster-specific 
predictor effects truly exist. This condition also sheds light on the fact that, although 
SPGM is seen as preferable for recovering predicted relationships for the few 
superpredator or high-risk individuals (Nagin & Tremblay, 2001), in these results SPGM 
was ironically often worse at doing so. SPGM had more variability and sometimes 
potentially more bias in recovering predicted trajectories for persons with the highest 
number of risks, compared to HLM.  
 Lower MSE for misspecified models. The other unexpected result was the fact that 
distributionally misspecified HLMs in certain cases produced lower MSE than correctly-
specified SPGMs. Typically it is the case that fitting a true model provides estimates with 
better MSE than fitting a misspecified model. However, this is not always the case.  
 Chapter 2 provided some rationale for why the HLM-unfavorable condition may 
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have yielded worse MSEs for SPGMs at all Ns. This rationale implicated multiplicative 
effects of the large number of classes, several predictors, many timepoints and 
nonlinearity. I argued that these characteristics contributed to worse MSE performance 
by increasing the potential for local solutions and by increasing classification-induced 
sparseness, which possibly resulted in additional estimation issues.  But, at small N, 
simple and complex conditions in Chapter 2 also yielded worse MSEs for SPGMs—
despite having fewer classes, timepoints, nonlinearity, and sometimes fewer predictors. 
Hence, a more general explanation for why correctly specified models could potentially 
have worse MSEs is offered here, that relies on the concept of model complexity. 
 Interestingly, the wordage ‘model complexity’ and ‘model simplicity’ often arises 
in the literature on classification–type models, such as SPGM. In this literature, 
classification-type models are said to be less complex than their variable-oriented 
counterparts. For example, Bergman and Trost (2006, p. 611-612) explain that, 
“When judging the usefulness of a model, an important consideration is its 
simplicity and clarity…As an example, take a case where the power of a person-
oriented approach and a variable-oriented approach to predict an outcome are 
compared as a means of evaluating the differential merits of the two 
approaches….a system defined by a number of continuous variables, that is 
summarized by one categorical variable with a small number of categories, and 
that describes the individuals’ value patterns well, provides a powerful and 
simple model of the relationships in the data…If, by using this approach, one can 
predict important phenomena almost as well as when applying, for instance, a 
complicated  linear model with many variables using the original dimensional 
data, the classification model may be preferable from a theoretical scientific 
perspective.” 
 
Relatedly, Nagin and Tremblay (2001, p. 31) explain that “the primary advantage of this 
approach [i.e. SPGM over HLM] is that it helps streamline the statistical model.” 
Bergman & Magnusson (1997, p. 312) also write that “In a thorough consideration of 
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interactions, an approach that focuses on variables tends to become immensely complex. 
Cronbach (1975) even likened this to entering a hall of mirrors.” However, in this 
literature the term model complexity is not typically being used in a statistical sense per 
se. It is being taken to mean a sort of “cognitive ease of interpretation,” particularly when 
classes are given direct interpretations. 
 In a statistical sense, model complexity relates to a model’s ability to fit any data 
well (MacCallum, 2003), and can be assessed in a variety of ways. A rudimentary 
method for assessing model complexity would be to simply compare the number of 
estimated parameters in the SPGM and HLM, because generally speaking models with 
more parameters will be more flexible and able to fit a broader variety of data. Table 18 
shows that, within each generating condition, the fitted SPGM has more estimated 
parameters than its counterpart HLM—sometimes around twice as many. Thus, using 
this rudimentary approach, a fitted SPGM would consistently be found more statistically 
complex than a fitted HLM, regardless of whether it was the “true” generating model. 
Incidentally, this fact is consistent with descriptions of SPGM that emphasize its 
‘indirect’ interpretation as a semiparametric approximation tool that is more flexible than 
HLM (Nagin, 2005; see Perspective 4). 
 More preferable for assessing model complexity are indices whose computation 
literally involves comparing competing models’ ability to fit large amounts of random 
data (e.g. information-theoretic indices such as Minimum Description Length, MDL; 
Preacher, 2006). Markon and Krueger (2006) describe conditions under which an 
alternative model might be found more preferable to a true model using an MDL-like 
selection index. They explain that at small sample sizes the less complex model is often 
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preferred regardless of whether it is the true model. As sample size increases, however, 
the influence of model complexity decreases and the difference in likelihoods of the two 
models becomes most important—thus favoring the true model. The current study, of 
course, only compared model performance using MSE rather than using MDL-like 
model selection indices. However, MSE can be seen to incorporate two components 
similar to these MDL-like selection indices, and so it is conceivable that the behavior of 
MSE could mirror the behavior of such selection indices. First, MSE incorporates 
sampling variability. Sampling variability can be thought of as related to model 
complexity because it should be larger for more complex models—often those with more 
estimated parameters. Second, MSE also incorporates bias. Bias can (loosely) be thought 
of as related to an average difference in likelihoods between a true and alternative model.  
 Hence, from a model complexity standpoint, it makes sense that misspecified 
HLMs could sometimes have better MSE even under simple and complex conditions, at 
smaller N’s. As N increases, the contribution of sampling variability to MSE decreases 
and the (generally small) contribution of bias stays more or less the same. So MSE is 
dominated by sampling variability (loose translation: complexity) at low N.  
 In sum, these results indicate that the greater statistical complexity of SPGMs 
proves to be a disadvantage for recovering predicted relationships—particularly at the 
modest sample sizes often used in psychology. This disadvantage deserves greater 
emphasis in the literature. The current emphasis on the ‘simplicity’ of directly interpreted 
SPGM’s and the ‘complexity’ of HLM-type models—in a non-statistical sense—serves 
to obscure and even confuse this point. When emphasizing the greater interpretational 
complexity of HLMs, it would be useful if researchers also mentioned their lower 
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statistical complexity.  
Limitations. The present findings regarding the usefulness of predictive 
trajectories in adjudicating between SPGM and HLM are limited in several respects. 
First, it would have been desirable to choose “SPGM-unfavorable” conditions that were 
known a priori to arise in practice as often as the chosen “HLM-unfavorable” conditions, 
but such frequency-of-occurrence information was unavailable. Ultimately, I would 
argue that such frequency-of-occurrence information is less relevant here in light of the 
fact that HLM outperformed SPGM regardless of whether the data conditions were 
designed to be particularly unfavorable to HLM or to SPGM.  
Second, it would have been desirable to demonstrate a priori some comparability 
between these two unfavorable conditions. That is, it would have been desirable to show 
that nonlinear higher-order interactions do in fact pose the same amount of difficulty for 
HLM’s predictive recovery as do differently-signed predictors and correlations for 
SPGM’s predictive recovery. But it is not clear that the comparability of these conditions 
could be established quantitatively, or, if so, how.  Establishing the comparability of 
these conditions would have allowed me to not only calculate the change in MSE 
associated with mis- vs. properly specifying the HLM-unfavorable model (Table 9) and 
calculate the change in MSE associated with mis- vs. properly specifying the SPGM-
unfavorable model (Table 16), but also would have allowed me to place a meaningful 
substantive interpretation on the difference between them.13 
Third, a small set of models was considered here, which exclusively involved 
                                                 
13 As indicated earlier, this comparison would have been facilitated by the fact that the 
scale of the dependent variable was the same in both unfavorable models. 
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misspecification vs. correct specification of the random effects portion of the model. It is 
conceivable that predictions made with one model could be more susceptible vs. robust 
to misspecification of the fixed effect portion of the model (e.g. due to omitted variables) 
or misspecifications of the conditional response distribution of the outcome, for example. 
But this was not explored here. Misspecification of other aspects of the model beyond the 
random effects portion could have led to greater average prediction error, in standard 
deviation units, for a given fitted model.  
Fourth, only one kind of mixture model (i.e. SPGM) was entertained as a 
comparison to HLM here. Another popular longitudinal mixture model is the growth 
mixture model (GMM; e.g. Muthén & Shedden, 1999). The GMM is a hybrid version of 
the SPGM and HLM in that it allows continuous individual differences within discrete 
groups. Since the use of SPGM has increased more steeply over the past decade than has 
GMM (Bauer, 2007) the sole focus of this dissertation on SPGM still renders it 
applicable to many empirical applications. If GMM had been included as an alternative 
fitted model, however, GMM’s predicted trajectories might be expected to be more 
efficient than SPGM’s, but less efficient than HLM’s (when K>1). GMM would be 
expected to recover predicted trajectories using fewer, heterogeneous classes than SPGM 
(potentially improving efficiency). Still, the presence of multiple heterogeneous classes 
would be expected to render GMM less efficient than HLM’s one heterogeneous class, 
because of the accompanying increase in parameters and model complexity. 
A fifth limitation is that only one measure of predicted relationship recovery was 
used in this study. Other measures of predicted relationship recovery or predicted 
accuracy were considered, but ultimately found less suitable for study goals. For 
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example, I could have calculated predicted trajectories conditional not only on person i's 
observed covariate values but also conditional on an estimate of person i's unobserved 
deviation from their population or class-specific mean trajectory. That is, HLM’s 
predicted trajectories could have also been made conditional on person i's predicted 
values of random effects, and SPGM’s predicted trajectories could also have been made 
conditional on person i's posterior probability of class membership. Such modifications 
would have been appropriate if I was interested in predictive accuracy for specific 
individuals. That is, if I wanted to forecast the trajectory of aggression for a particular 
clinical patient i in the sample, given their number of contextual risk factors and genetic 
makeup, those modifications would be most appropriate. Those modifications would 
allow me to make individual-specific predictions. In this study, however, the goal was to 
assess recovery of predicted relationships in the population at large, and that is why 
calculated predicted trajectories were not made individual-specific. 
Alternatively, I could have defined predicted accuracy not in terms of how 
discrete vs. continuous variation in growth can itself be predicted, but how well discrete 
vs. continuous variation in growth can be used to predict distinct distal outcomes (e.g. 
incarceration, relapse, diagnosis). For example, what is the power for detecting a conduct 
disorder diagnosis at age 10, when diagnosis is predicted by continuous growth 
coefficients vs. discrete aggression class membership? The latter definition would get at 
what is commonly thought of as predicted validity of dimensions (here, continuous 
growth coefficients) vs. classes (here, discrete trajectory classes). Several papers have 
explored this issue using mainly cross-sectional data (e.g. Asendorpf, 2003; Asendorpf & 
Dennison, 2006; Haapasalo, Tremblay, Boulerice, &Vitaro, 2000; Kim, Hampaus, & 
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Baker, 2006) and have usually found dimensions preferable based on the loss of 
predictive power associated with categorization. Although this issue is distinct from the 
goals of the present study, it could represent an interesting future extension. 
Implications for practice. In practice, one does not know the true distribution of 
individual differences. Yet, at the model specification stage, one still has to choose 
between assuming the random effects continuous or discrete. These results suggest that 
using HLM would achieve more robust recovery of predictive relationships in practice– 
regardless of whether one believes classes exist, or one believes continua exist, or one is 
not sure and views both options as alternative imperfect approximations. The increments 
in bias when classes are erroneously extracted are larger than the increments in bias when 
continua are erroneously assumed. Further, the losses in efficiency when classes are 
erroneously extracted are larger than the losses in efficiency when continua are 
erroneously assumed. Indeed, erroneously assuming continua can sometimes even 
improve efficiency. 
One take-home point is that the greater versatility of HLM for recovering 
predictive relationships could translate into a recommendation to use HLM—regardless 
of the theorized nature of individual differences. However, the cost of erroneously 
extracting classes will not always be meaningfully worse than the cost of erroneously 
assuming continua. Rather, when inferences are desired about predictive relationships for 
high-risk, low-prevalence individuals, the added robustness of HLM is likely to be 
meaningful enough to impact substantive conclusions. I argue that most developmental 
psychopathology researchers want to make precisely those inferences. In other situations, 
differences may be sufficiently slight that the cognitive simplicity of SPGM—which is 
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often desired in practice—outweighs any efficiency advantage of HLM. 
 A second take-home point is that it is a myth that SPGM must be employed to 
recover predicted relationships when classes and nonlinear, higher-order class-specific 
relationships are expected. Indeed, SPGM can be inefficient for this exact purpose. A 
researcher interested in depicting the relationships between predictors and individual 
change over time should be reassured that using HLM will not distort conclusions if 
classes, and complex class-specific predictive relationships, truly exist.  
 A third take-home point is that if we choose a model based on the prediction of 
change it affords, instead of the description of change it affords, as per Perspective 5, we 
may want to reconsider how we go about cross-validating results. That is, we may want 
to de-emphasize trying to replicate the same K unconditional class trajectories in the 
SPGM, or trying to replicate “the fraction of chronics in different subpopulations or 
geographic areas” (Raudenbush, 2005, p. 134). This task has proven elusive (compare for 
example Cote, Tremblay, Nagin, Zoccolillo, & Vitaro, 2002; Broidy et al., 2003; NICHD 
ECCRN, 2004, and Shaw et al., 2003 in the area of child disruptive behaviors) despite 
initial optimism that it could “place a number of applications on common footing by 
facilitating readily interpretable comparisons” (Raudenbush, 2005, p. 134; Eggleston et 
al., 2004). We may similarly want to de-emphasize trying to replicate the same q 
continuous growth coefficients in the HLM. We may instead want to consider focusing 
on replicating the same predicted trajectories, regardless of which model was used to fit 
the data in a particular study. Of course, implementing this suggestion would require the 
same or similar sets of predictors to be included in more than one study. In sum, this 
suggestion represents a distinct departure from current practice and provides a vehicle for 
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synthesizing results from studies employing SPGM with various numbers of classes, or 
HLM, or even GMM, simultaneously.  
Several of the aforementioned take home points dwelt on the underappreciated 
robustness of HLM for prediction under particular circumstances.  Yet, suppose a 
researcher had already decided to use SPGM and desires a direct interpretation. Some 
implications of the present results apply to this researcher as well.  Specifically, this study 
suggests one reason why Nagin and Tremblay (2005c, p. 883) may have discouraged 
researchers from interpreting class-specific predictor effects for the purposes of 
classification, and instead encouraged computation of predicted trajectories even if they 
believed classes to be real.  Diagnostics in the present study indicated that multinomial 
regression coefficients for predictors of class membership were instable, particularly 
when class sizes were small, and/or when there were more than a few classes, and/or 
when there were multiple predictors—some rarely endorsed within class. Although 
recovery of class-specific parameters was not a goal of the present study, these informal 
diagnostics suggested that multinomial regression coefficients were most stable in the 
simple generating model, so this ideal setting should be kept in mind when making direct 
interpretations. Given the variability and estimation issues that can characterize these 
multinomial regression coefficients when the true SPGM is fit, validating their values 
across different studies is expected to be challenging. Plotting predicted trajectories is a 
viable alternative option for comparing SPGM results across studies, regardless of 
whether a given study involved direct or indirect interpretations. Of course, researchers 
would still need to be aware of the greater sampling variability and possibly bias for 
SPGM predicted trajectories plotted at extreme predictor values. Lastly, if the researcher 
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desiring direct interpretation wanted further individual specificity, their predicted 
trajectories could be conditioned on individuals’ posterior probabilities of class 
membership, as discussed earlier. 
 Conclusions. In general, results from this study support Perspective 5 as a useful 
additional method for deciding between HLM and SPGM in practice. Of course, some 
methodologists have expressed alarm at the idea of placing greater importance on 
prediction than explanation or description, noting that “prediction and understanding 
need not be related” (Bergman & Trost, 2006, p. 610; see also Bergman & Magnusson, 
1997; Magnusson, 1985; Bergman, 2001, p. 45; Magnusson & Torestad, 1993, p. 442). 
However, other methodologists would seem to endorse Perspective 5.  For example, 
Cudeck and Henly (2003) state that if discrete individual differences are estimated that 
do not truly exist, but “sensible predictions can be made from the group estimates” then 
“the results are informative and useful in pediatric practice” (p. 382). Additionally, 
Raudenbush (2005, p. 136) directly asserts that, “the scientific question that must be 
asked is whether the hypothetical existence of ‘latent’ (that is, unobservable) groups 
helps make better predictions of future behavior than does a model that does not require 
such groups to exist.”  
Others have noted that if predictive relationship recovery is equivalent between 
competing models, we should prefer the model which best affords explanation of the 
nature of individual differences (Bauer & Curran, 2003b). Perspective 5 does not conflict 
with the latter point of view for the following reason. Perspective 5 is only proposed as a 
response to the fact that it is difficult to reliably distinguish discrete versus continuous 
individual differences using HLM and SPGM (see Perspective 2). Given the apparent 
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intractability of this epistemological question, it seems prudent and more practical to 
emphasize the discovery of relationships between individual growth and theoretically 
important predictors.  
 If a researcher endorses Perspective 5, the current results argue in favor of using 
HLM in applied practice as the default method of choice across a variety of simple to 
complex data conditions. 
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Tables 
 
Table 1. Conditional probabilities of class membership for the simple SPGM 
generating model, after Nagin and Tremblay (2005a) 
       
    Conditional probabilities of class membership  
# of Risks  Low Mod-decreasing High-decreasing Chronic  
0  .43 .48 .08 .00  
2  .17 .58 .24 .02  
4  .04 .45 .44 .06  
6  .01 .25 .59 .16  
8   .00 .10 .59 .30  
 
  
 
Table 2. Population-generating parameters for the simple SPGM generating model, derived from Nagin &  
Tremblay (2005a) 
         
Level 1 fixed effects:   Class-specific growth coefficients   
  Low Mod-decreasing High-decreasing Chronic   
Intercept  .030   1.105   2.513 3.390   
Time  0  -.098   .233 0   
Time*Time   0  -.002  -.049 0   
        
Level 2 fixed effects:   Multinomial coefficients for regression of class on predictors   
   Low* Mod-decreasing High-decreasing Chronic   
Intercept  0 .105 -1.683 -5.004   
Risk   0 .566 1.010 1.342   
        
Variance components:        
Sigma-squared  1.000      
        
Notes: * = reference class.        
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                         Table 3. Conditional probabilities of class membership for the complex SPGM generating model 
                 
        Conditional probabilities of class membership  
Allele   # of Risks   Low Mod-decreasing High-decreasing Chronic  
0   0   .434 .482 .081 .003  
0   2   .168 .580 .235 .017  
0   4   .042 .452 .445 .061  
0   6   .007 .246 .590 .157  
0   8   .001 .102 .592 .305  
                 
                 
1   0   .638 .304 .056 .002  
1   2   .591 .313 .090 .006  
1   4   .530 .313 .141 .017  
1   6   .453 .298 .210 .040  
1   8   .358             .262 .289 .090  
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Table 4. Population-generating parameters for the complex SPGM generating model 
            
Level 1 fixed effects:   Class-specific growth coefficients 
  Low Mod-decreasing High-decreasing Chronic 
Intercept  .030   1.105   2.513 3.390 
Time  0  -.098   .233 0 
Time*Time   0  -.002  -.049 0 
      
Level 2 fixed effects:   Multinomial coefficients for regression of class on predictors 
   Low* Mod-decreasing High-decreasing Chronic 
Intercept  0 .105 -1.683 -5.004 
Risk  0 .566 1.010 1.342 
Allele  0 -.848 -.755 -.550 
Risk*Allele   0 -.512 -.731 -.820 
      
Variance components:      
                  Sigma-squared                         1.000   
      
Notes: * = reference class.      
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Table 5. Population-generating parameters for the HLM-unfavorable SPGM generating model  
               
Level 1 parameters:   Class-specific growth coefficients 
  Low Early-desist Middle-desist Late-desist Med-chronic High-chronic 
Intercept  .030 1.559 10.322 4.910 13.355 17.013 
Time  0 -5.238 -7.928 5.493 -1.601 -13.909 
Time*Time  0 1.572 -2.031 .263 -1.470 .780 
Time*Time*Time   0 .587 1.584 -.799 .826 2.376 
          
Level 2 parameters:   Multinomial coefficients for regression of class on predictors 
   Low* Early-desist Middle-desist Late-desist Med-chronic High-chronic 
Intercept  0 1.211 1.039 0.949 -0.422 -1.011 
Risk  0 .708 .886 .980 1.627 1.758 
Allele  0 -3.064 -5.749 -7.841 -4.860 -4.271 
Risk*Allele   0 -.550 .467 .972 .325 .193 
         
Variance components:             
Sigma-squared   1.000           
        
Notes: * = reference class.       
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Table 6. Conditional probabilities of class membership for the HLM-unfavorable SPGM generating model 
                    
                      Conditional probabilities of class membership 
Allele   
# of 
Risks   Low 
Early-
desist 
Middle-
desist Late-desist Med-chronic 
High-
chronic 
0   0   .549 .240 .121 .085 .003 .001 
0   2   .184 .332 .239 .201 .029 .014 
0   4   .033 .244 .250 .254 .133 .086 
0   6   .003 .094 .139 .170 .324 .271 
0   8   .000 .019 .041 .060 .421 .458 
                    
                    
1   0   .909 .090 .000 .000 .000 .000 
1   2   .876 .120 .002 .000 .001 .001 
1   4   .753 .141 .031 .007 .034 .034 
1   6   .147 .038 .090 .066 .329 .329 
1   8   .004 .001 .036 .087 .436 .436 
 
Notes. As discussed in the text, this risk predictor was actually centered to reduce collinearity-induced estimation problems, 
but its original metric is presented here for ease of comparability with other models. 
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Table 7. Convergence and proper solution rates: Study 1, (True) SPGM Fitted 
 
 Condition N  # Converged  # Heywood  # ≥ 1 fixed multinomial      
                                                   or other coefficient  
     
 Simple 250               500                 0                     30 
  500               500                 0                     15  
  1000               500                 0                       2 
     
 Complex 250               497                 0                   324 
  500               498                 0                   139 
  1000               499                 0                     37 
     
 HLM- 250               500                 0                   478 
 Unfavorable 500               500                 0                   461 
  1000               499                 0                   160 
 
 
Notes For fitted SPGMs, Heywood cases were defined as samples 
in which time-specific variances were implausible (<0). Fixed 
multinomial coefficients occurred when there was no variability 
in a predictor (e.g. risk or allele) within a (typically) small class. 
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Table 8. Convergence and proper solution rates: Study 1, HLM Fitted 
 
 Condition N  # Converged   # Heywood  
     
 Simple 250             500            41 
  500             500             9 
  1000             500             1 
     
 Complex 250             500            39 
  500             500             8 
  1000             500             0 
     
 HLM- 250             500             0 
 Unfavorable 500             500             0 
  1000             499             0 
 
 
Notes. For fitted HLM’s Heywood cases included samples in which  
random effect variances or time-specific variances were  
implausible (< 0), and/or samples in which residual correlations  
among growth coefficients were implausible ( > 1 or < -1). 
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Table 9. Study 1 Mean Squared Error Results 
 
Mean Squared Error (MSE) MSE Comparison 
  Simple, balanced data conditions       Raw MSE              Percent MSE 
  SPGM=generating model        Difference†  Difference∗  
          N Fit HLM Fit true SPGM (4-class) 
250 .00829 .00968 -.00139 -14% 
500 .00493 .00495 -.00002 -.03% 
1000 .00284 .00243 .00041 +17% 
  Complex, balanced  data conditions 
  SPGM=generating model  
         N Fit HLM Fit true SPGM (4-class) 
250 .01637 .01707 -.00070 -4% 
500 .00944 .00875 .00069 +8% 
1000 .00462 .00362 .00099 +27% 
HLM-Unfavorable data conditions  
SPGM=generating model   
          N Fit HLM Fit true SPGM (6-class) 
250 .64192 .96390 -.32198 -33% 
500 .34813 .51731 -.16918 -33% 
1000 .22140 .31971 -.09831 -31% 
 
Notes. † =(misspecified model MSE – true model MSE).  
* =( misspecified model MSE/true model MSE) ×100-100). 
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Table 10. Standardized Root MSEs for Study 1 
 Simple, balanced data conditions 
  SPGM=generating model   
       N       Fit HLM                 Fit true SPGM (4-class) 
250            .065      .070 
500 .050 .050 
1000 .038 .035 
  Complex, balanced  data conditions 
  SPGM=generating model   
         N       Fit HLM                Fit true SPGM (4-class) 
250 .092 .094 
500 .070 .067 
1000 .049 .043 
HLM-Unfavorable data conditions  
SPGM=generating model     
          N        Fit HLM               Fit true SPGM (6-class) 
250 .125 .154 
500 .092 .113 
1000 .074 .089 
 
Notes. SD(y)=1.41 for simple condition, 1.39 for complex 
condition, and 6.39 for unfavorable condition. 
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Table 11. Population-generating parameters for the simple HLM generating model 
 Fixed effects:     
 Intercept  .774   
 Time -.052   
 Time*Time -.004   
 Risk  .260   
 Time*Risk  .027   
 Time*Time*Risk -.005   
     
 Variance components:    
 Tau_00 1.012   
 Tau_01 -.043   
 Tau_11  .004   
 Sigma-squared 1.043   
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Table 12. Population-generating parameters for the complex HLM generating model 
      
 Fixed effects:      
 Intercept  .769    
 Time -.052    
 Time*Time -.004    
 Risk   .262    
 Time*Risk  .027    
 Time*Time*Risk -.005    
 Allele  -.325    
 Time*Allele   .030    
 Time*Time*Allele   .002    
 Risk*Allele  -.178    
 Time*Risk*Allele  -.021    
 Time*Time*Risk*Allele   .003    
      
 Variance components:     
 Tau_00 1.003    
 Tau_01 -.047    
 Tau_11  .004         
 Sigma-squared 1.036            
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       Table 13. Population-generating parameters for the SPGM-unfavorable  
                                              HLM generating model 
      
 Fixed effects:      
 Intercept 3.390    
 Time   .542    
 Time*Time -.014    
 A   .311    
 B   .108    
 C   .000     
 D -.136    
 A*Time -.339    
 B*Time   .203    
 C*Time   .136    
 D*Time   .000      
      
 Variance components:     
 Tau_00  .385    
 Tau_11  .115    
 Tau_22  .013    
 Tau_10  .109               
 Tau_20 -.048    
 Tau_21 -.024     
 Sigma-squared   .460    
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Table 14. Convergence and proper solution rates: Study 2, (True) HLM Fitted 
 
 Condition N  # Converged  # Heywood  
     
 Simple 250              500           36 
  500              500           16 
  1000              500             4 
     
 Complex 250              500           67 
  500              500           28 
  1000              500             6 
     
 SPGM- 250              500             8  
 Unfavorable 500              500             0 
  1000              500             0 
 
 
Notes. For fitted HLM’s Heywood cases included samples in which  
random effect variances or time-specific variances were  
implausible (< 0), and/or samples in which residual correlations  
among growth coefficients were implausible ( > 1 or < -1).
  
 
 
Table 15. Convergence and proper solution rates: Study 2, SPGM Fitted 
 
 Condition N # Converged, # Heywood,  # ≥ 1 fixed multinomial or other coefficients for the K-class solution 
 
       Fitted 
   3-class 
 SPGM 
     Fitted 
  4-class 
    SPGM 
Fitted 
 5-class 
SPGM 
Fitted 
7-class 
 SPGM 
 Fitted 
 8-class 
 SPGM 
  Fitted 
   9-class 
  SPGM 
         
 Simple 250 500  0     0  500  0      2 499  0    35    
  500 500  0     0 500  0      0 500  0    13    
  1000 500  0     0 500  0      0 500  0      2    
         
 Complex 250 489  0   66 491  0  242 493  0  395    
  500 498  0   15 496  0  124 485  0  285    
  1000 500  0     1 498  0    52 492  0  179    
         
 SPGM- 250     500  0  161  499  0  211  500  0  247 
 Unfavorable 500     498  0   45  498  0    91  496  0  126 
  1000     499  0   14  500  0    30  500  0    65 
         
 
Notes. Bold=Best-BIC/chosen number of classes. For fitted SPGMs, Heywood cases were samples in which time-specific 
variances were implausible (<0). Fixed multinomial coefficients occurred in fitted SPGMs when there was 
 no variability in a predictor (e.g. risk or allele) within a (typically) small class.  
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Table 16. Study 2 Mean Squared Error Results 
Mean Squared Error (MSE) MSE Comparison 
Simple, balanced data conditions            Raw MSE      Percent MSE
  HLM=generating model                                     Difference†   Difference∗  
      N Fit true HLM 
Fit 3-class 
SPGM 
Fit 4-class 
       SPGM 
Fit 5-class 
SPGM 
250 .00911 .01118 .01196 .01370  .00285 +31% 
500 .00472 .00716 .00688 .00726  .00216 +46% 
1000 .00222  .00500 .00439 .00435  .00213 +96% 
Complex, balanced  data conditions 
  HLM=generating model   
      N Fit true HLM 
Fit 3-class 
SPGM 
Fit 4-class 
SPGM 
Fit 5-class 
SPGM 
250 .01709 .01966 .02180 .02757 .00257 +15% 
500 .00879 .01247 .01286 .01319 .00407 +46% 
1000 .00450 .00852 .00819 .00798 .00370 +82% 
SPGM-Unfavorable data conditions  
HLM=generating model 
     N Fit true HLM 
Fit 3-class 
SPGM 
Fit 4-class 
SPGM 
Fit 7-class 
SPGM 
Fit 8-class 
SPGM 
Fit 9-class 
SPGM 
250 .12312 1.64462 1.24643 1.12539 1.14562 1.15744 1.03432 +840% 
500 .06406 1.40959 .97347 .72224 .71506 .70806 .64399 +1005% 
1000 .03059 1.27004 .81566 .53444 .52286 .51430 .48371 +1581% 
Notes. Bold=best-BIC # of classes. † =(Best-BIC misspecified model MSE – true model MSE).  
* = ((Best-BIC misspecified model MSE/true model MSE) ×100-100). 
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Table 17. Standardized Root MSEs for Study 2  
 
 
                                                    Notes. SD(y)=1.41 for simple condition, 1.39 for complex condition,  
                                                    and 6.39 for unfavorable condition. 
Simple, balanced data conditions 
 HLM=generating model   
          N Fit HLM Fit best-BIC SPGM  
250 .068 .078
500 .049 .059 
1000 .033 .047 
 Complex, balanced  data conditions 
 HLM=generating model   
         N Fit HLM Fit best-BIC SPGM 
250 .094  .101 
500 .067  .082 
1000 .048  .065 
SPGM-Unfavorable data conditions  
HLM=generating model     
          N Fit HLM Fit best-BIC SPGM 
250 .055  .168 
500 .040  .132 
1000 .027  .112 
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Table 18. Complexity of SPGM and HLM Fitted Models 
 # of Free Parameters 
 Fitted SPGM Fitted HLM 
Chapter 2: Simple  
generating condition 
 
19 10 
Chapter 2: Complex 
generating condition 
 
25 16 
Chapter 2: HLM-Unfavorable 
generating condition 
 
45 35 
Chapter 3: Simple  
generating condition 
19 (4-class) or 
25 (5-class) 
 
10 
Chapter 3: Complex 
generating condition 
18 (3-class) or 
25 (4-class) or 
32 (5-class) 
 
16 
Chapter 3: SPGM-
Unfavorable condition 
 
68 (9-class) 16 
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Figure 1. Citation counts across the ten years following initial publication 
    HLM: Bryk & Raudenbush (1987)                          SPGM: Nagin (1999) 
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Figure 2. Semiparametric approximation of a single dimension random effect distribution 
 
 
    
         (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)                                                       γ γ γ γ γ  
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Figure 3. “Stacked” unconditional trajectories (after Nagin and Tremblay, 2005a) 
 
 
Notes. Class 1=Low; Class 2= Moderate-declining;  
Class 3= High-declining; Class 4=Chronic. 
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Figure 4. Non-monotonic unconditional trajectories (after Bushway et al., 2003) 
 
 
Notes. Class 1=Low; Class 2= Early-desisters;  
Class 3= Middle-desisters; Class 4=Late-desisters; 
Class 5=Medium-chronic; Class 6=High-chronic. 
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                                           Figure 5.  Simple condition SPGM fitted 
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                                             Figure 6. Simple condition HLM fitted 
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                             Figure 7. Simple condition, by-sample plots, SPGM fitted 
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                 Figure 8. Simple condition, by-sample plots, HLM fitted 
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                  Figure 9. Complex condition SPGM fitted: g=0 (right panel), g=1 (left panel) 
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                     Figure 10. Complex condition HLM fitted: g=0 (right panel), g=1 (left panel) 
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Figure 11. HLM-Unfavorable condition SPGM fitted: g=0 (right panel), g=1 (left panel) 
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             Figure 12. HLM-Unfavorable condition HLM fitted: g=0 (right panel), g=1 (left panel)  
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                   Figure 13. HLM-Unfavorable condition SPGM fitted, by-sample plots, N=250 
          
                                SPGM generating/ SPGM fitted, g=0 
 
 
                       SPGM generating/ SPGM fitted, g=1 
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 Figure 14. HLM-Unfavorable condition SPGM fitted, by-sample plots, N=1000 
 
SPGM generating/ SPGM fitted, g=0 
 
 
SPGM generating/ SPGM fitted, g=1 
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Figure 15. HLM-Unfavorable condition HLM fitted, by-sample plots, N=250 
 
SPGM generating/ HLM fitted, g=0 
 
 
   SPGM generating/ HLM fitted, g=1 
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Figure 16. HLM-Unfavorable condition HLM fitted, by-sample plots, N=1000 
 
SPGM generating/ HLM fitted, g=0 
 
 
SPGM generating/ HLM fitted, g=1 
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Figure 17. HLM-unfavorable model re-estimated at N=1000 with population generating 
parameters as starting values for SPGM 
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Figure 18. Contrast of 3 samples’ results, HLM-unfavorable condition 
 (grey=SPGM, black=HLM; g=0 (right), g=1 (left)) 
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  Figure 19. Simple condition HLM fitted 
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    Figure 20. Simple condition SPGM fitted 
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      Figure 21. Simple condition, by-sample plots, HLM fitted 
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                Figure 22. Simple condition, by-sample plots, SPGM fitted 
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            Figure 23. Complex condition HLM fitted: g=0 (right panel), g=1 (left panel) 
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           Figure 24. Complex condition SPGM fitted: g=0 (right panel), g=1 (left panel) 
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        Figure 25. SPGM-Unfavorable condition: a=+1SD, mean, -1SD 
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                     Figure 26. SPGM-Unfavorable condition: b=+1SD, mean, -1SD 
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Figure 27. SPGM-Unfavorable condition: c=0,1 
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Figure 28. SPGM-Unfavorable condition, by-sample plots, HLM fitted 
 
HLM generating/ HLM fitted, b=+1SD, mean, -1SD, N=250 
 
 
HLM generating/ HLM fitted, b=+1SD, mean, -1SD, N=1000 
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Figure 29. SPGM-Unfavorable condition, by-sample plots, SPGM fitted 
 
HLM generating/ 9-class SPGM fitted, b=+1SD, mean, -1SD, N=250 
 
 
HLM generating/ 9-class SPGM fitted, b=+1SD, mean, -1SD, N=1000 
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